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Regulatory Constraints on CEO
Compensation
of executive compensation have attracted
considerable academic and public policy interest in recent years. The
enormous human and financial resources controlled by CEOs and the
high compensation levels accompanying these responsibilities make the
market for CEOs especially interesting. Economists have examined
CEO compensation to explore theories of the structure and consequences
of incentive schemes and the nature of monitoring and control relationships among corporate management, boards of directors, and shareholders. The public debate has focused on whether CEOs earn "excessive"
compensation, a concern raised by media reports of the largest compensation payments. As a consequence, some large corporate stakeholders, labor and consumer representatives, and public officials have
called for imposing political constraints on executive pay.
The academic literature has assumed, for the most part, that the
market for executives is efficient and that their high market wage reflects
high marginal products. In contrast, the current public antagonism to
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executive salaries reflects a belief that top executives are paid substantially more than their contribution to productivity or, at least, far more
than what is equitable given the compensation earned by other workers.
This conflict between relying on the market to set compensation and
using some "fair and reasonable" standard echoes a longer standing,
if less obtrusive, conflict within regulatory agencies. The state and
federal agencies responsible for overseeing private but regulated firms
have some opportunity to influence the executive compensation packages offered by those firms. In this paper we explore the extent to which
regulatory agencies have exercised their discretion to alter the level and
structure of CEO compensation.
Economic (price and entry) regulation both increases the visibility
of executive pay, through enhanced public scrutiny of corporate accounts, and provides a set of instruments (price and allowable cost
decisions) to penalize firms perceived to pay their senior executives
"too much." Regulators, because their interests are different from
shareholders and because the political process makes them responsive
to prevailing public sentiment, also have an incentive to promote compensation packages that differ from those found in the unregulated
sector. We argue that the influence of regulators will lead to lower pay
for CEOs of regulated firms and to compensation packages that are less
responsive to firm profitability than are packages at unregulated firms.
This view is consistent with previous empirical studies that have
found that CEOs of regulated firms are paid less, ceteris paribus, than
CEOs of unregulated firms, and that more of their compensation is cash
compensation not directly tied to firm performance.1 This paper provides a more complete analysis of differences in the structure and level
of CEO compensation associated with regulation and investigates the
source of these differences.
Using a sample of 2,000 CEOs employed by more than 1,000 firms
during the period 1970 to 1990, we examine the patterns of compensation for CEOs employed by regulated and unregulated firms. After
controlling for firm size, firm financial performance, and CEO characteristics, we find that CEOs of regulated firms earned substantially
less than CEOs of unregulated firms. The discount is greatest in
1. Carroland Ciscel (1982); andMurphy(1987).
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those industries in which regulators review costs and set rates on a firmby-firm basis (electric and gas utilities, interstate natural gas pipelines,
and telephone companies). CEOs of electric utilities, the regulated
industry best represented in our sample, earn from 30 percent to 50
percent of the compensation earned by the average CEO in unregulated
industries, all else being equal. The discount on CEO compensation in
industries where rates are set on an industry-wide basis (railroads,
trucking, and airlines) is smaller and not always statistically distinguishable from zero.
We believe these discounts reflect, at least in part, political pressures
to constrain CEO compensation, as mediated through the regulatory
process. Regulation, however, also might have an indirect effect on
compensation. Regulation affects the firm's decisions, thereby giving
the regulators an opportunity to alter compensation policy, and the
economic environment in which firms and their CEOs operate. By
changing the environment, regulation may reduce the ability of even
exceptional managers to substantively affect firm performance. An alternative explanation of regulatory discounts, then, is that regulation
reduces the returns to superior management and greater managerial
effort, limiting potential CEO productivity. This could affect the optimal level and structure of compensation independent of any political
constraints imposed by regulation. Of course, political constraints and
inherent productivity differences may both contribute to observed compensation differentials.
While it is difficult to disentangle these two explanations, the pattern
of evidence presented in this paper suggests political constraints on
CEO compensation. First, compensation discounts (relative to unregulated firms) are larger the more direct is regulatory oversight of the
firm. Within the electric utility industry, discounts are largest when a
single state regulatory agency has jurisdiction over the entire firm. The
discount is smaller when the firm is organized as a multistate utility
holding company, in which case jurisdiction is shared by regulators in
several states and the federal government. The discount also is smaller
when the firm is organized as an exempt holding company with both
utility and nonutility business, in which case the state regulatory agency
has direct oversight over only the utility subsidiary. Notably, this result
holds even when the nonutility business is financially inconsequential.
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The legal form rather than the economic implications of the exempt
holding company status appears to account for the higher compensation
level.
Second, the discounts vary directly with regulatory intensity. For
electric utilities, discounts are deepest in the 1975-84 period when
regulatory constraints were tightest. This observation is consistent with
the outcome of political pressures on compensation but not with the
productivity hypothesis. Tightening regulation in the late 1970s and
early 1980s increased the risk facing regulated firms, suggesting that
the CEO' s potential impact on stockholder return would be larger during
this period. If observed compensation discounts reflect limitations on
the scope for CEO effects, the discount should have declined, not
increased, in this period.
Finally, the compensation earned by CEOs of regulated firms is less
responsive to company profitability than is the compensation for CEOs
of unregulated firms. Compared with CEOs of unregulated firms, CEOs
of regulated firms earn more of their compensation as salary and bonus
and less of it in stock options and other forms of long-term incentive
compensation. The salary and bonus they receive are less sensitive to
variation in stockholder earnings. Stock options introduce a potential
for huge compensation reports when options eventually are exercised.
Avoiding this risk is consistent with a model in which regulators are
averse to politically unpopular, large lump-sum payouts. This compensation structure also is consistent with a model in which regulators
want the compensation scheme to reflect the interests of both the consumer and the firm and therefore prefer a scheme that is less tied to
firm profitability. Less reliance on pay-for-performance is not necessarily consistent with differences in optimal compensation under productivity differences, however.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we present the political
constraint hypothesis and review the literature on CEO compensation.
Second, we develop the specific predictions of cross-sectional and intertemporal variations in compensation implied by our view of regulation. We describe how we exploit variations in regulatory regimes to
gain insight into the mechanisms driving the observed compensation
discounts. Third, the data and the empirical specification of our compensation model are discussed. We incorporate in the model the effects
of regulation on the structure and level of compensation and explore
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the structural stability of CEO compensation patterns over time. Finally,
we present the estimation results, discussing first CEO compensation
overall and next the results for regulated industries. Concluding comments follow.

Compensation, Political Pressure, and Economic Regulation
Our analysis of regulatory impacts on CEO compensation lies at the
intersection of the literatures on managerial compensation and the political economy of regulation. The theoretical and empirical literatures
on managerial compensation have analyzed the incentive and allocation
problems addressed by executive compensation contracts. They also
have addressed the role of compensation contracts in allocating executives within and across firms and in aligning CEO and shareholder
interests when ownership and control of the firm are separated. The
literature has established and tested predictions about relationships between pay and performance, pay and firm size, and pay and CEO
characteristics.
These predictions, summarized later in the paper, are incorporated
in our econometric model of executive compensation. Because compensation schemes serve the same (private) ends in regulated and unregulated firms, these predictions might apply equally well to regulated
firms. Shareholders in both types of firms want compensation arrangements that attract and retain suitable managerial talent, and they want
the compensation structured to align the interests of shareholders and
managers. The literature on political economy, however, suggests that
the compensation scheme, like other firm decisions, might be affected
by regulation.
This literature has analyzed how private and public interests interact
to produce outcomes that would not occur in an unregulated environment. One strand focuses on how regulation affects the economic environment in which firms operate and constrains the behavior of the
regulated firm. In this literature the regulator is viewed as a maximizer
of social welfare, and the conflict is between the stockholders (who
care only about profit) and the regulator (who cares about profit and
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consumer welfare).2 Another strand recognizes that the firm-regulator
interaction is embedded in a political system that is responsive to the
desires of various interest groups.3 In this literature regulators respond
to powerful and effective interest groups (including the regulated firm),
ratherthan maximize social welfare. Both strands predict that the choices
made by the firm will be influenced by regulation.
Regulation could affect compensation policies in two primary ways.
First, because it changes the economic context in which the firm operates, regulation could affect the CEO's influence on the firm's profitability. If the CEO has less effect on outcomes in a regulated firm,
the stockholders might choose to offer a different and less remunerative
compensation contract than would be offered to the CEO of a firm of
equal size in the unregulated sector. We refer to this potential effect
as the "inherent productivity effect."
Second, regulators could directly affect the kinds of contracts the
stockholders offer. For example, regulators, because they care about
outcomes other than firm profit, might want to make executive compensation less responsive to profitability and more responsive to prices
or service levels. Regulators also might respond to public concern over
"excessive" CEO pay by acting to limit the level of CEO compensation.
Stockholders, who prefer a privately optimal compensation scheme,
may be willing to trade off some of the incentive and allocation power
of their compensation scheme for reduced regulatory stringency in another area. We refer to this potential effect as the "political constraint
effect. "
Both of these mechanisms suggest that CEO compensation will be
lower in regulated industries, a prediction supported by prior studies.
Hendricks, using 1970 Census data, finds that managers in regulated
industries earn $500 to $5,200 per year less than those in manufacturing
and that regulation reduces the pay differential between managers and
mechanics by about 40 percent. Carroll and Ciscel find that CEOs of
regulated utility and transportation firms earn only 50 percent to 70
percent of the salary and bonus reported by CEOs of unregulated industrial firms over the 1970-76 period, even after controlling for firm
size and profitability. Murphy compares CEO compensation at eighteen
2. This literatureis summarizedin Joskowand Rose (1989); andBaron(1989).
3. Stigler(1971); Peltzman(1976); Becker(1983); and Noll (1989).
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electric and gas utilities and seventy-two unregulated manufacturing
firms. After controlling for CEO characteristics and firm size and risk,
he finds that utility CEO compensation is about half that for manufacturing CEOs. He also finds that compensation is tilted toward salary
and away from long-term incentive pay in the regulated firms.4
Prior studies do not explore the source of these discounts.' In particular, they do not differentiate between differences in inherent productivity and differences in vulnerability to political pressure. To
investigate these competing explanations, we assess how variations in
regulatory regimes affect both the structure and level of CEO
compensation.
In the remainder of this section, we first review the relevant executive
compensation literature. We then return to the competing hypotheses
of inherent productivity differences and political pressure, discussing
some institutional characteristics that motivate our views on the impact
of political constraints. Finally, we offer some concluding comments
on the welfare consequences of political constraints.
The Market for CEOs: Theoretical and Empirical Foundations
Both regulated and unregulated firms search for, hire, monitor, and
compensate CEOs in an active labor market for CEO talent. Understanding the distinctive effects of regulation on compensation arrangements requires first understandingthe operationof an efficient, unregulated
labor market for executives. The market for CEOs and other executives
performs three primary functions: it allocates executives to the firms
and positions within firms where they will have the highest productivity;
it provides incentives for executives to act in the interest of shareholders;
and it identifies new managerial talent, providing a mechanism for
selection and promotion that replaces aging managers with new talent.
Rosen provides an excellent survey of the literature on these functions .6
An efficient allocation of managerial talent implies that the most able

4. Hendricks(1977); Carrolland Ciscel (1982); andMurphy(1987).
5. Murphy(1987) attemptsto explainthe patternof resultsfor regulatedindustriesby
industriesvaries with the varianceof
exploringhow compensationwithin manufacturing
stock returns,Tobin'sq, four firmconcentrationratios, and unionizationrates. Although
novel, this approachseems incapableof convincinglyexplainingthe regulationresults.
6. Rosen(1992a).
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CEOs will be in positions where they can have the greatest effect on
productivity. Early empirical work loosely connected greater productivity with firm size, arguing for a relation between firm size and CEO
compensation. Rosen supplies the theoretical underpinnings for this
connection by analyzing the firm as a hierarchy. The CEO controls,
directly or indirectly, the performance of all managers and workers in
the firm's hierarchy.7 The marginal product of managerial talent increases as we move up the hierarchy to the CEO because managerial
skill affects the productivity of workers at all lower levels. This effect,
aptly termed the "chain letter effect," is greatest for the CEO: a little
more talent at the top of the hierarchy has a large cumulative effect on
firm productivity. If large firms tend to have more hierarchical levels
and a larger span of control at each level, scarce managerial talent will
be used most productively if the most talented are allocated to the largest
firms. Rents, in the form of high earnings, will accrue to these executives, reflecting their impact on productivity for the enterprise as a
whole. As a result, executive compensation and firm size should be
correlated. Firm size is a highly significant variable in virtually all
empirical work on executive compensation. The elasticity of compensation with respect to size, usually measured by total sales, is quite
stable across studies at about 25 percent. This probably is the most
consistent finding of the empirical literature on compensation.
The second important role of compensation arrangements is to provide CEOs with incentives to pursue their shareholders' interest. Simple
penalties (for example, firing or demotion) are too crude to provide
proper incentives. Therefore, various other mechanisms for providing
incentives have been proposed, including tying pay to stockholder gains,
creating various forms of firm-specific capital, and reputational bonding
between the CEO and the firm's owners. The theoretical literature focuses on the structure of performance-based compensation contracts in
which some fraction of the CEO's compensation is made contingent on
the profitability of the firm. Typically, these models suggest that the
optimal compensation scheme will reflect a trade-off between efficient
managerial incentives (which require increasing the share tied to firm
performance) and efficient insurance for risk-averse managers (which
requires reducing the share tied to stochastic movements in firm per7. Rosen (1982).
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formance). In theory, the performance component of the compensation
schemes should reward managers for variations in performance over
which they have control. In practice, the available performance measures (accounting profit, stock market valuation, output, and so on) are
quite noisy signals of managerial effort. Measurement methods that
increase the signal-to-noise ratio, such as relative performance targets,
can increase the power and value of incentive payment mechanisms.
A considerable empirical literature demonstrates that CEO compensation is at least partially related to observable measures of firm performance (profit levels, accounting rates of return, and stock market
returns), all of which are measured in absolute levels or relative to
overall industry or market performance.8 The precise measures of firm
performance and estimated elasticities of compensation with respect to
firm performance vary substantially across studies.
Finally, the managerial labor market provides mechanisms to identify
managers with superior skills, to train and promote them, and ultimately
to transfer managerial control across generations. The literature on
career incentives emphasizes this dynamic function of the labor market.
Much of this work focuses on the incentive effects of competition among
managers for promotions, typically conceptualized as a tournament in
which the prize (promotion) is a higher wage and an option to continue
to compete for additional promotions.9 Other research has focused on
the relationship between learning and incentives in a dynamic context.
The primary results of empirical interest are twofold. First, the relation between compensation and current performance changes over the
career-cycle. Second, the difference in compensation for the CEO and
the next highest managers in the hierarchy must reflect the fact that
winning the CEO position is the end of the game and has no option
value. In the early years of a career, the possibility of high future
compensation can serve as an incentive for high performance today.
This literature suggests that there may be an especially large compensation gap between the CEO and senior executives one level down from
the CEO. The empirical evidence is broadly consistent with the implications of this literature. 10
8. See, for example, Murphy(1985); Coughlanand Schmidt(1985); Gibbonsand
Murphy(1990); andJensenand Murphy(1990).
9. LazearandRosen (1981).
10. Murphy(1985); Antle and Smith(1986); and GibbonsandMurphy(1992).
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Although we incorporate the predictions of these models of the unregulated market in our empirical specification, our primary interest is
in how regulation affects compensation schemes. It is to this issue that
we turn next.

Political Constraints and Inherent Productivity
Economic regulation imposes political outcomes in place of some
private decisions or market outcomes. While the precise characterization of regulation varies widely across industries, two general effects
are important for our analysis. First, the regulatory process, in Stigler's
words, "automatically admits powerful outsiders to industry's councils. '' This could provide a mechanism for translating political antagonism toward high executive-pay levels into reduced CEO pay. Second,
the regulatory process may insulate firm performance from variations
in managerial actions and abilities. This could change the shareholders'
preferred level and structure of CEO compensation.
REGULATION AND POLITICAL CONSTRAINTS ON CEO COMPENSATION.
Our working hypothesis is that regulators and firms have different objectives for CEO compensation that lead them to prefer different policies. To the extent that the regulator can influence the firm's decisions,
a political constraint on compensation is imposed. This constraint may
affect both the level and the structure of compensation. The level of
compensation will be affected primarily through the regulator's reluctance to allow compensation levels that the public will judge to be
excessive. If public antagonism toward high compensation for executives is particularly affected by large nominal payouts, regulation also
may affect the structure of compensation, biasing pay toward base salary
and away from lump-sum incentive payments. The structure of compensation also might be affected by differences in what the parties view
as "good" performance. Regulators may be more reluctant than are
shareholders to reward firm profitability, thereby applying pressure to
limit standard pay-for-performance schemes.
CEO compensation in regulated industries is particularly vulnerable
to political pressure for a variety of reasons. First, executive compen-

11. Stigler (1971, 7).
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sation is more visible than it is in unregulated industries. CEOs of
regulated firms are likely to interact more with members of the legislature and the executive branch and to attract media attention, especially
in connection with rate increases and service quality issues. The regulatory process itself provides for more public disclosure and public
scrutiny of executive compensation than is generally the case in unregulated industries. At least for these state-regulated utilities, CEO
compensation arrangements appear to be subject to the same type of
political scrutiny accorded the compensation for senior government
officials and the CEOs of large charitable and nonprofit organizations.
Second, many regulatory agencies examine compensation in rate
cases and are openly critical of compensation arrangements they believe
do not benefit consumers. Also reviewing the most recent decisions of
the California Public Utility Commission in the general rate applications
of each of the three major electric utilities in the state, we found explicit
consideration of executive compensation levels in all three cases. In
two of the decisions, the commission expressed concern that incentive
programs that tie pay to firm profitability would lead executives to act
in the interest of shareholders rather than in the combined interests of
shareholders and consumers.12 In the Southern California Edison case
the commission disagreed with the argument that "what is good for
shareholders is also good for ratepayers. '13 It excluded two-thirds of
the expenses for the executive incentive compensation program from
the company's base electric rates.
Finally, regulators have instruments to constrain CEO compensation
that go well beyond jawboning and unpleasant media attention. Although there is considerable interindustry variation in regulatory regime, government regulators ultimately determine prices and allowable
costs, giving them ways to penalize firms they feel are paying excessive
compensation to senior executives. Some regulatory commissions have
the authority to disallow specific expenditures, including expenditures
on CEO compensation. Moreover, the perception that the CEO is abusing the system through excessive pay or perks may have important

12. See CaliforniaPublicUtilitiesCommissionDecision91-12-076, 1991, pp. 40-44;
andDecision89-12-057, 34 Cal PUC2d 199, 254-260 (1989).
13. CaliforniaPublicUtilities CommissionDecision 91-12-076, December20, 1991,
p. 44.
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consequences for the overall treatment of the company in the regulatory
process.
Our hypothesis that regulation lowers compensation for CEOs contrasts with a common perception of regulatory impacts on wages and
work rules for lower level workers. In this view economic regulation
makes it possible for workers, particularly unionized workers, to negotiate higher wages than they would get in equivalent jobs in unregulated industries. This may reflect bargaining over rents created by
the regulatory process, or it may occur because regulated firms can pass
cost increases on to consumers and therefore have less incentive to hold
wages to competitive levels. This argument implicitly assumes either
that it is difficult for regulators to identify excessive wage levels and
penalize the regulated firm accordingly or that regulators have been
captured by labor. Given evidence of supranormal wages in some regulated industries, one is tempted to assume that CEOs could similarly
benefit from regulation.14
There is little reason, however, to believe that the regulatory process
will treat compensation for CEOs and for workers symmetrically. The
political and regulatory constraints governing wages for unionized workers
in regulated industries and those governing highly paid senior executives
are likely to be quite different. Much of the political antagonism to
CEO compensation seems to be a visceral response to "salaries" that
are large in absolute dollars (hundreds of thousands, millions, or tens
of millions of dollars). Consumers may have more difficulty detecting
(or less aversion to paying) worker wages that are high relative to
comparable competitive wages but within the range of earnings that
consumers themselves receive. Workers also may have a greater voicedirectly and through their unions-than do individual CEOs. These
differences may lead regulators to treat compensation for these groups
asymmetrically. For example, in a decision in which the California
Public Utility Commission objected to incentive compensation
programs for executive bonuses, it also accepted an efficiency wage
14. The wage-increasingeffect of economicregulationhas beendocumentedfordrivers
in the regulatedtruckingindustry(Rose, 1987). Hendricks(1977) suggeststhatthis effect
is not widespreadbut is confinedto a few occupationsin certainregulatedindustries.His
wage differentials.In that
conclusiondiffers,however,fromthe literatureon interindustry
typicallyexhibit
literatureheavilyregulatedsectors(forexample,utilitiesandtransportation)
wage levels thatare higherthanaverage.See, for example,Katz and Summers(1989).
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CEO PRODUCTIVITY. Regulation affects
more than the stringency of the political constraints governing CEO
compensation. It also affects the economic environment in which regulated firms and their CEOs operate. Regulators may sharply constrain
decisions that CEOs and their boards would make in unregulated companies. Price and profit regulation may restrict the ability of even a
well-managed firm to earn high returns, and it may protect firms from
very low profit realizations. This could reduce the returns to superior
management and greater managerial effort, and in turn the optimal level
of CEO compensation, independent of any political constraints. These
indirect effects could have some of the same implications for compensation levels as do political and regulatory constraints on CEO compensation.
It is important, however, not to overstate the likely significance of
regulation for potential CEO productivity. First, the CEO's responsibilities and position are qualitatively similar across regulated and unregulated firms. The CEO must supervise the development of proposals
for major investment, product introduction, diversification, and corporate reorganization initiatives. He'6 must sell these plans to the board
of directors and other interested parties, and he must oversee their
implementation and execution. While regulators replace the board or
even the CEO as the final arbiter of some decisions (most frequently
market entry and price-setting decisions), they neither manage regulated
firms nor obviate the need for top management.
Second, the need to persuade regulators as well as traditional corporate interests may increase rather than reduce the difficulty of the
CEO's job. Many regulated firms operate under state or federal rules
that require them to obtain certificates of public convenience and necessity (CPN) to proceed with major investment projects or to serve
new markets. The decision about which projects to pursue and when
to pursue them ultimately is made by the firm's CEO, who must then
REGULATORY EFFECTS ON

15. CaliforniaPublic Utilities CommissionDecision in Application91-11-036, November13, 1992, pp. 21-24. See also IndustrialEnergyBulletin,February26, 1993, pp.
1-2.
16. Thereare very few womenin our sampleof morethan2,000 CEOs.
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convince the regulatory authority to grant a CPN. Moreover, a CPN
generally does not provide any guarantees for ultimate rate recovery
for the associated investment projects, as the owners of many nuclear
power plants have learned.
Third, the empirical evidence on wage differentials among members
of the executive team is inconsistent with the inherent productivity view.
The executive compensation literature predicts that the gap between
CEO compensation and compensation levels for the other executive
team members must be large to motivate other members of the team to
compete for the CEO position. If regulation substantially reduces the
scope for executive action, there would be little reason for a large pay
differential; the CEO would be merely a kind of team leader. The most
convincing evidence against this team reinterpretation of the CEO position is provided by Agrawal, Makhija, and Mandelker, who analyze
compensation for the top management in a sample of sixty-nine electric
utilities. They find average compensation premiums for CEOs relative
to presidents and vice-presidents that are at least as large as those
Murphy reports for a sample of seventy-two manufacturing firms: about
25 to 30 percent relative to presidents and 80 to 85 percent relative to
vice-presidents.17 The hierarchical structure of managerial compensation is quite similar across regulated and unregulated firms, although
the compensation levels are considerably reduced in the regulated sector.
Finally, the notion that regulatory agencies and the associated protections of regulation leave little room for managerial discretion, and
in particular for variations in success or failure, is not supported by the
experience of regulated firms. Regulated firms bear substantial risks
for the outcomes of managerial decisions. Profitability varies significantly across firms in the same regulated industry. Several regulated
firms have declared bankruptcy in just the past few years, with significant associated losses in shareholder value. Others have made dramatic

17. Agrawal,Makhija,andMandelker(1991); andMurphy(1985). Thereis a notable
differencein compensationpremiumsfor chairmenof regulatedand unregulatedfirms.
Agrawal,Makhija,andMandelkerfindthatchairmenof electricandgas utilitiesearnabout
as muchas CEOs, while Murphyreportsa compensationpremiumfor CEOsof nearly50
percentover thatof chairmen.Executiveswho hold the rankof chairmen-onlyin utilities
are relativelyrare (81 observationsout of 690 firm-years)and most likely are recently
retiredCEOs.Furtherinvestigationintothis phenomenonseemswarranted,butit is beyond
the scope of our dataset.
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recoveries after encounteringserious financialdifficulties. This is true
even for firms in industries naively characterizedas operating under
pure "cost-plus" regulatoryregimes, such as electric utilities.
Even excluding extremecases of failure and near-failure,the crosssectional variationin profitabilityand total returnsto shareholdersin
regulatedindustries is sufficient to warrantincreasedexecutive compensation if higher pay attractsand motivates more able executives.
For example, within the electric utility industry,often believed to have
little scope for firm-level variationin profitability,the standarddeviation of marketrates of returnacross firms in our databasein a given
yearrangesfrom 7 percentto 29 percentover the 1970-90 period. Now
consideran electric utility with the medianequity marketvalue of $2. 1
billion in 1990. An additionaltwo percentagepoints in the marketrate
of return, about one-fifth of the 1990 standarddeviation of returnin
our utility sample, would generatean additional$42 million for shareholders. Yet median CEO compensationin these electric utilities was
only $503,000.
Both the political pressure model and the productivitydifference
modelmayhelp explainthe observeddifferencesin compensationacross
regulatedand unregulatedfirms. Our analysis suggests, however, that
a significantfraction of the difference is attributableto political constraintsratherthan to inherentproductivitydifferences.
The Welfare Effects of Political Constraints

Dependingon one's view about the efficiency of the unconstrained
marketfor executivetalent, regulatoryconstraintsmayeitherameliorate
existing imperfectionsin shareholdercontrolor introduceinefficiencies
that lead to suboptimalfirm performance.In the first case, regulation
may constrainexcessive CEO compensationwith no effect on productivity. In the second case, constraintson CEO compensationmay have
adverse productivityeffects.
The argumentthat CEO pay is excessive when not politically constrainedrests on presumed inefficiencies in the marketfor corporate
control and in the oversight role played by boardsof directors.'8 Cor18. The modelsof executivecompensationdiscussedearlierin the paperassumeaway
these potentialimperfectionsand thereforeaddressonly efficientcompensationschemes.
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porate boards of directorsare responsible for hiring, monitoring, and
compensatingtop executives on the stockholders'behalf. Crystal and
others have argued that boards are not sufficiently well informed or
well motivatedto set compensationcontractsthat are in the stockholders' best interest.'9 Instead, they argue, compensationpackages are
controlled by the CEO and other insiders. If the marketfor corporate
control were perfect, it could substitutefor an effective board of directors. If CEOs who fail to maximize shareholderreturnsare quickly
replacedthroughmergersor acquisitions,then excessive compensation
would be prevented.There is some evidence, however, thatthe market
for corporatecontrolis imperfect.20Changingcorporatecontrolis costly
and will not be undertakenfor relatively minor improvementsin efficiency. Given the size of payments to investment bankers, legal advisers, andothersthattypicallyaccompanychangesin corporatecontrol,
savings resultingsolely fromreducingexecutivecompensationare likely
to be more than offset by these transactionscosts.
Noneconomists widely share the view that CEOs are overpaid.21
Compensationlevels thatplace CEOsof largecorporationsnearthe top
of a skewedincome distribution,particularlyduringa periodof stagnant
earningsfor most lower level employees and increasinglyfrequentlayoffs as part of corporate restructurings,have attractedconsiderable
media attentionand public criticism. Generaldissatisfactionwith compensationpolicies also has generatedefforts to facilitatemoreeffective
controlby stockholdersor to impose otherlimits on compensation.For
example, legislation to eliminate the corporatetax deduction for executive compensationin excess of $1 million per year was introduced
in both houses of Congress in 1991 and has reappearedon President
Clinton's economic agenda. In 1992 the SecuritiesandExchangeCommission (SEC) substantiallyexpandeddisclosurerequirementsfor stock
options, restrictedstock grants, and other forms of long-termperformance-basedcompensation.TheFinancialAccountingStandardsBoard
is considering new accountingrules that would recognize the market
19. Crystal(1991).
20. See Jensenand Ruback(1983); andMorck,Shleifer,and Vishny (1989).
21. The economicsand corporatefinanceliteraturestypicallyfocus on whetherstockholdersare earningan adequatereturnon theirinvestmentin CEO compensation.Much
of the nonacademicdebatealso is shapedby concernsrelatedto equity.
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value of stock options grantedto CEOs on corporatefinancial statements.
Othersbelieve that large paymentsto top executives are reasonable
compensationfor the effects these executives have on firmprofitability.
Indeed, JensenandMurphyhypothesizethatpolitical pressuresalready
constrainthe ability of firmsto create efficient performanceincentives
throughcompensationpolicy. They arguethat the visibility of top executive salariescombinedwith public oppositionto largecompensation
increases "limit large payoffs for exceptional performance," particularly for large, public corporations.22As a result, CEOs are not sufficiently well motivatedto pursue stockholderinterests.
Unfortunately,the economics literaturedoes not provide sufficient
informationto determinewhich of these conflicting views of compensationis mostreasonable,nordoes it provideanyconvincingbenchmark
for assessing whethercurrentlevels of CEOpay are "excessive." Our
studyis no exception:we documentthatpay is lower in manyregulated
industries and argue that the discount is the result of political constraints,but we cannot offer guidancefor assessing the welfare effects
of these discounts. It is not the purpose of our researchto draw normative conclusions about the welfare effects of binding political constraintson the marketsfor executive talent. Given the currentstate of
the empirical literatureon CEO productivity, risk preferences, and
behavior,responsiblenormativejudgmentsof this type cannotbe made.
Instead, we seek to provide evidence on whetherpolitical constraints
have hadsustainedeffects on CEOcompensationin the regulatedsector.

Modeling Regulatory Effects on Compensation
We focus on four dimensions of regulatorycontrol: whether regulatory decisions are based on and appliedto individualfirmsor groups
of firms;whetherregulatoryauthoritiesoperateat the local or federal
level; the degree to which regulatoryjurisdiction is centralized in a
single agency; and the intensity of regulatoryscrutinyover time. Our
analysisspansa broadrangeof economic regulationandincludes seven
22. JensenandMurphy(1990, 262).
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regulatedindustries:railroads,trucking, airlines, telephones, electric
utilities, naturalgas distributionutilities, andnaturalgas pipelines. The
predicted effects of regulation on compensationin each of these industries are described. The predictionsare summarizedat the end of
this section.
Firm-Level Versus Industry-Level Regulation

Our seven industriesdivide into two groups:industry-regulatedand
firm-regulatedcompanies. In the railroad,trucking, and airline industries, regulatorsestablishedindustry-widerate structuresbased on cost
and revenue data for all the firms operatingin the industrythroughout
the United States or within large regions of the United States. In these
industry-regulatedindustries, regulatorsscrutinizedaggregatedata on
costs and revenues for large groups of firms, ratherthan the detailed
accountsof individualfirms. This aggregationreducedthe visibility of
executive compensationfor any individualfirmandprovidedregulators
with much coarserinstrumentsfor controllingcompensationat the firm
level. The aggregationeffects are likely to have been most significant
in trucking,whereregulatedfirmsnumberedin the thousands,of somewhat less significancein railroads(with dozens of regulatedfirms), and
of least significance in airlines (with only a dozen major "trunk" carriers).
In the telephone, electric utility, naturalgas distribution,andnatural
gas pipeline industries,regulatorsset allowableratesbased on individual reviews of each firm's costs and revenues. For these firm-regulated
industries,the relevantregulatoryagency scrutinizeseach firm's costs,
includingits wage and benefitcosts, often pursuantto public hearings.
As a result, if CEO compensation is constrainedby regulators, we
expect the effect to be most pronouncedin firm-regulatedindustries,
other things being equal.
A deeper discount in firm-regulatedindustriesdoes not in itself distinguish between the regulatoryconstraintsand inherentproductivity
differences, however. Railroads, truckingfirms, and airlines all compete in multifirmindustries, while electric utilities, telephone companies, and gas distributioncompanieshave operatedas franchisedlocal
monopolies duringmost of the past twenty years. The CEO may have
had more direct impact on firmperformancein the multifirmtranspor-
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tation industriesthan in the monopoly utility industries, implying that
differencesin compensationlevels could reflectjob heterogeneity.This
argumentdoes not work well for gas pipelines, however. Naturalgas
pipelines, while regulatedon a firm-by-firmbasis, compete in a multifirmindustry.Deeper discountsin pipelines thanin the regulatedtransportationindustriesare predictedby the political constraintexplanation
but not by the productivityhypothesis.
Federal Versus State Regulation

The political pressureson regulatorsmay dependon the geographic
expanse of firms' operationsand the location of the regulatorsvis-'avis the dominantcustomergroups. We expect the political pressuresto
be most intense and most effectively mobilized when the locus of firm
operations and the primaryregulatoryauthoritycoincide at the local
level. For example, electric utilities, with some exceptions, tend to
operatewithin single states and are subjectto regulationby that state's
public utility commission. Rate cases and constructionreviews in this
industryoften attractconsiderableattentionfrom politicians and local
media.
Industriesregulatedat the local level includeelectric andgas utilities
andlocal telephoneoperatingcompanies(althoughregulatoryauthority
for the lattergrouptypically is diffused across severalstates). Interstate
telephone,railroad,trucking,airline,andpipelinefirmsareall regulated
at the federallevel, andmost firmsin these industriesoperatein regional
markets.We expect political pressuresto be less effective in constraining compensationfor this group. An exception might be large, national
firms in these industries, which may be subject to extensive media
coverage and centralizedpressure. Airlines come most immediatelyto
mind.
Central Versus Diffuse Regulatory Authority

Political pressureson executive compensationare likely to be more
effectively mediated through the regulatoryprocess when regulatory
authorityis centralizedin a single agency ratherthan diffused across a
numberof agencies. Therefore,discountsin compensationarisingfrom
regulatoryconstraintsarelikely to be moresevere when a firmis subject
to the jurisdictionof a single state (or a federal agency) than when it
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is regulatedby a numberof different agencies. Our sample has considerable variation along this dimension, both across and within industries.
The industry-regulatedindustries and the naturalgas pipelines are
each subjectto the jurisdictionof a single federalagency;centralization
of authorityenhancesthe mediationof political pressures,but the federal level probablydiscouragesmobilizationof political pressures.For
the telephoneindustry,regulatoryresponsibilityis split betweenfederal
and state agencies (long-distance service versus local and intrastate
service, respectively). Since most telephoneoperatingcompaniesprovide local service in more than one state, their costs typically are apportionedacross states and reviewed by severalregulatoryagencies. If
the CEOs are formally the executives of telephoneholding companies,
not operatingcompanies, their compensationis reviewed only to the
extent that it is charged back to the operatingcompanies.
Regulatoryauthorityfor electricandgas distributionutilitiesdepends
upon the organizationof the individual firm. Utilities operatingin a
single state are subject to regulatoryoversight by that state's public
utility commission. This tight, central authorityis likely to increase
compensationdiscountsunderthe politicalpressurehypothesis.Utilities
organizedas multistateholdingcompaniesunderthePublicUtilityHolding
CompanyAct of 1935 aresubjectto regulationby each statethey service
and by the SEC and Federal Energy RegulatoryCommission. Aside
from the differences in corporateform and regulation, there is little
realdifferencebetweensingle-stateelectricutilitiesandmultistateholding companies. Although the compensationof the CEO of the holding
company usually is charged back to its affiliates under intercompany
allocation proceduresapprovedby the federal regulators,and the state
commissions can object to these allocations, regulatoryresponsibility
is more diffuse for these holding companies than it is for the typical
utility.23We expect this legal form to be associatedwith smaller compensation discounts than those for single-state utilities.
Finally, utilitiesthathave diversifiedintounregulatedbusinessesmay
exclude some of theircosts andrevenuesfromdirectregulatoryreview.
For these firms regulatorycontrol will be more diffuse than for firms
23. At least one electricutilityholdingcompanydoes not chargethe CEO'scompensationto its regulatedaffiliatesbut absorbsthe cost from shareholders'profits.
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with only regulatedbusinesses. Five of the seven gas distributionfirms
in our sample are heavily diversified out of gas distribution, and a
numberof electric utilities had begun to diversify their business by the
late 1980s. Of course, diversificationalso may increasethe complexity
of the CEO job, changing the optimal level and structureof compensation. We will use data on the electric utility industryto attemptto
disentanglethis explanationfrom the political pressurehypothesis. In
the electric utility industry some firms have diversified essentially in
name only (the unregulatedsubsidiaryis financiallyinconsequentialto
the firm), and others have embarkedon more ambitiousdiversification
campaigns.CEOs of the firstgroupof firmsshouldrealize highercompensation only to the extent that legal diversificationrelaxes political
and regulatoryconstraints.
Temporal Variations in Regulatory Intensity

Several of the industriesin our sample were completely or partially
deregulatedduringthe sample period. The airline and truckingindustries were deregulatedin the late 1970s, the railroadsby the early 1980s.
The break-upof AT&T in 1984 and the reformof telecommunication
regulationsubstantiallyalteredthe regulatoryandcompetitiveenvironmentin the telephoneindustry.If regulationreducedCEOcompensation
in these industries,the differencesshouldhave shrunkby the late 1980s.
This patterncould be consistentwith eithera political constraintsmodel
or the productivityhypothesis, however.
While the basic regulatorystructurewas largely unchangedfor natural gas pipelines, electric utilities, and local naturalgas distribution
companies, the stringencyof regulatoryoversight varied significantly
over the sample period, particularlyfor the electric utility industry.In
this industryregulatoryrestraintstightenedin the late 1970s as inflation,
increasedfuel costs, and nuclear constructionprogramsput unprecedented upwardpressureon electric rates. Regulatorsrespondedby intensifyingtheirscrutinyof allowablecosts andresistingprice increases.
This scrutinyrelaxed somewhatduringthe late 1980s as the economic
pressureson cost abated.
The political pressurehypothesispredictsthatrelativecompensation
for CEOsat electric utilities will be lowest over the 1975-85 period.24
24. Joskow(1974, 1989).
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The productivityhypothesisappearsto predictthe reverse.As regulation
tightened, the managementproblem at electric utilities became more
severe. Costs that had been routinely allowed were subject to review
and sometimes disallowed. Rate increases substantiallylagged behind
cost increases. In this environmentvariationsin CEOqualityandeffort
affect stockholderreturnsmore. If inherentproductivitydifferencesare
the dominantsource of differences in relative pay, the compensation
of electric utility CEOs should rise ratherthanfall duringthe 1975-85
period.
Similar periods of regulatorytightness may have occurred in the
natural gas distributionand pipeline industries. For the distribution
companies, naturalgas shortages and rapid increases in the costs of
new gas supplies duringthe late 1970s increasedthe political saliency
and stringency of regulatoryoversight. These pressureseased by the
mid-1980s, particularlyafter naturalgas prices began to fall dramatically. This would generate a predicted patternof compensationdiscounts similar to that for electric utilities.
For pipelines, this decrease in naturalgas prices and increasedcompetition for customers because of oil price reductionscreated severe
economic pressures. Many pipelines were locked into very expensive
long-term contracts with substantialtake-or-payprovisions. Political
pressureson these firmsare likely to have been severe in the late 1980s,
as regulatorsdecided how to allocate losses from high-pricedgas contracts between customers and shareholders.25The political pressure
model would imply steeperpay discountsfor pipeline CEOs duringthe
late 1980s; the productivitymodel, smaller discounts.
Summary of Predictions

In general, we hypothesize that CEOs of regulatedfirms will earn
less thantheirregulatedcounterparts,andthey will have a compensation
scheme thatis less tied to firmprofitability.Withinthe regulatedsector,
we hypothesize that firmsin industriessubjectto regulationat the firm
level (electric utilities and local gas distribution,telephone, and gas
pipeline firms)will have deeperdiscountsthanthose in industrieswhere
regulationoccurs at the industrylevel (trucking, airline, and railroad
25. Joskowand Noll (forthcoming).
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firms). This differentialwill be increasedfor electric utilities and local
gas distributioncompanies because they are regulatedprimarilyat the
state ratherthan the federal level. Among electric utilities, we predict
that CEOs of those organized as multistateholding companies or diversified into nonutility lines of business will earn more. We expect
thatdiscountswill be deeperduringtimes of increasedregulatorystringency. For electric utilities and gas distributioncompanies, this means
deeperdiscountsin the 1975-85 period;for pipelines, this meansdeeper
discounts in the late 1980s. For the industriesderegulatedwithin the
sampleperiod (trucking,telephones, airlines, andrailroads),discounts
should decline following deregulation.
Many of these predictionsfollow from eitherthe political constraint
hypothesis or the inherent productivityhypothesis. Some, however,
distinguishbetween the two. First, the inherentproductivityview does
not generallypredict that pay should be less responsiveto privateperformance, but the political constrainthypothesis does. Second, since
naturalgas pipeline firmscompete in a multifirmindustry,the inherent
productivityhypothesis does not imply steeper discounts for this industry relative to trucking, airlines, and railroads, but the political
constrainthypothesis does. Third, the inherentproductivityview does
not imply that compensationdiscountswill be lower at electric utilities
operatedas multistateholding companies, but the political constraint
hypothesisdoes. Similarly, the political constrainthypothesispredicts
milder discounts at legally diversifiedelectric utilities even when the
diversificationis financially inconsequential,but the inherentproductivity hypothesisdoes not. Finally, the two hypotheseshave conflicting
views of the intertemporalpatternof discounts in electric utilities, gas
distribution,and pipelines.

An Empirical Model of CEO Compensation
Our analysis of CEO compensationbegins with an empirical specificationthat is standardto much of the executive compensationliterature. The dependent variable is the natural logarithm of CEO
compensation.The independentvariablesincludemeasuresof firmsize
(which may reflect scale and hierarchicalcharacteristics),CEO characteristics (for example, tenure), firm financial performance(for ex-
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(modeled
ample,returnto commonstockowners),industrycharacteristics
by industry-fixedeffects), andchangesin real compensationlevels over
time (modeled by year-fixed effects). Unlike some previous studies,
our model shows the level of compensationratherthanthe change (first
difference)in compensation.Ourspecificationallows us to estimatethe
effect of firm, industry, and regulatoryvariableson both the structure
andthe level of CEOcompensation.26 We extendthe usual specification
by allowing the effect of the independentvariablesto vary over time
and to differ for regulatedand unregulatedindustries.
After describingthe variablesanddatawe use to estimatethis model,
we presentour empiricalspecification.Summarystatisticsfor the sample are displayedin table 1. All dollarvalues have been inflatedto 1990
constantdollarsusing the gross nationalproduct(GNP) implicitdeflator.
Data

Three sources of data were used in constructingour executive compensation database: Forbes annual surveys of CEO pay, COMPUSTAT, and the Center for Research on Security Prices (CRSP) stock
return files. The Forbes surveys contain data on compensation and
individualcharacteristicsfor the CEOsof roughly800 large U.S. firms
each year. We have used these surveys as the source of compensation
andCEOdatafor the 1970-90 period, andwe have attemptedto identify
the CUSIP for each unique firm name in the Forbes surveys.27 These

CUSIPs were used to matchthe informationin Forbes to datafrom the
firm's financialstatements(found in COMPUSTAT)and to dataon the
firm'sstock marketreturns(foundin CRSP). The finaldatabaseconsists
of matchedForbes andCOMPUSTATandCRSPobservationsfor firms
in the nonfinancialsectors.28Year-to-yearvariationin the firms surveyed by Forbes, missing CUSIPs, nonmatchesto COMPUSTAT,and
effects we use to estimatedifferencesin pay levels areremoved
26. The industry-fixed
by firstdifferencing.
27. For manyfirmswe constructeddetailedcorporatehistoriesto tracenamechanges
over time.
and corporaterestructurings
28. We believe that firmcharacteristics
(assets, accountingratesof return,returnson
forfirmsin thefinancialservices
commonequity,andso on) arequalitativelynoncomparable
sector.We thereforechose to excludethemfrom our analysis.
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missing datayield an unbalancedpanelof 10,833 observationson 1,041
firms and 2,083 CEOs over the twenty-one-yeardata period.
Of the sampledfirms, 885 (8,630 observations)arein the unregulated
sector. The remaining 156 firms (2,203 observations)are in industries
we define as regulated:railroads,trucking,airlines, telephone, electric
and gas utilities, and naturalgas pipelines. As we have noted, firmsin
the first three industriesfall into the industry-regulatedcategory; the
last four are firm-regulatedindustries.
MEASURES.
CEO compensation is difficult to measure
COMPENSATION

consistently, either across firms or over time. While some firms pay
CEOs only salaries and cash bonuses, the large firms in our sample
tend to have more complex compensationstructuresinvolving contingent and deferredcompensation.Nonsalarycomponentsoften are imperfectlyrecordedandhardto value, makingcross-sectionalcomparisons
difficult. Intertemporalcomparisonsaredifficultbecausecompensation
structureshave tended to become increasinglycomplex as firms have
addednew formsof paymentto theirexecutive compensationpackages.
Additional intertemporalvariation is introducedby modifications in
SEC disclosurerules that changehow the componentsof compensation
arereportedby firmsandaffect the compensationcategoriesthatForbes
chooses to record.
The complexity of CEO compensationand data limitationsmake it
difficult to define a single best measure of compensation. We have
definedthreebroadconceptualmeasuresof compensation,each of which
has been constructedto be as consistent over time as the data allow:
salaryand bonus (SALARY,availablefor 1970 to 1990), total compensation (TOTAL],available for 1972 to 1990), and total compensation
excluding gains associated with stock options (TOTAL2,available for
1980 to 1990). We have inflatedeach of these to 1990 constantdollars
using the implicit GNP deflator. Each of these measureshas inherent
shortcomings,but using all three allows us to assess the robustnessof
our conclusions to alternativedefinitionsof executive pay.
is the most primitivecompensationmeasurein ourdatabase.
SALARY
In the early years it includes cash salary and bonus; by the end of the
periodit includesall cash andcash-equivalentcompensation.Real SALARYgrew at an averageannualrateof about3.3 percentover the sample
period:from an averageof $522,000 (standarddeviation $233,000) in
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1970 to $ 1,026,000 (standarddeviation $961,000) in 1990. Over the
entireperiod,the CEOsalaryin the unregulatedsectoraveraged$730,000
($567,000) in 1990 dollars, comparedwith an average of $469,000
($260,000) in the regulatedsector.
TOTAL]is the most inclusive constructof compensationin our database, althoughthe degreeof inclusivityvariesconsiderablyover time.
Real TOTAL]grew at an average rate of about 6.2 percent over the
1972-90 period for which it is available. This is faster than SALARY
growth and reflects changes in the mix of compensationand changes
in SEC disclosure requirementsover the sample period. As a result of
these differentialgrowthrates, the averageshareof total compensation
accountedfor by SALARYfell from 94 percent from 1972 to 1975 to
about81 percentfrom 1985 to 1990. Overthe 1972-90 period, TOTAL]
averages $1,005,000 ($1,768,000), with the average for unregulated
industriesalmost twice as large as the averagefor regulatedindustries.
TOTAL2falls between SALARYand TOTAL]in its inclusivity and
thereforein its average values ($933,000 with a standarddeviation of
$901,000 over the 1980-90 periodfor which it is available). It includes
benefits (for example, company-paidlife insurance, private automobiles, and drivers)and contingentcompensation,but it excludes the net
gains from the exercise of stock options, stock appreciationrights, and
stock accrualrights that are included in TOTAL].Because these stock
gains are recorded by Forbes only when options are exercised, they
combine both past and currentcompensation.29Therefore, TOTAL]
tends to overstate currentcompensation,and TOTAL2tends to understate currentcompensation.
Options gains average 9.2 percent of TOTAL]compensationover
the 1980-90 period for which we have stock gains data. These gains
tend to be quite lumpy, andthe distributionis highly skewed. Less than
one-quarterof the CEO-yearsrecord options gains between 1980 and
29. If optionsgrantsare an attemptto tie futurecompensationto futureperformance,
excludingtheir entire ex post value from currentcompensationwill mismeasurecurrent
compensationand understatethe sensitivityof executive pay to firm performance.One
ideally mightwantto includein currentcompensationthe ex ante value of optionsgrants
at the time they are made, and the annualchangein the ex post value of the options in
each subsequentyear's compensation.We do not have the datato make this adjustment,
even if we were able to solve the valuationproblemfor the particularformof the options
executivestypicallyaregranted.We believethatourtreatmentis unlikelyto altertheresults
we reportin any substantialway.
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1984; this rises to one-thirdof the sample by the 1985-90 period. For
the CEOs receiving stock gains, the gains averagedone-thirdof total
annualcompensationand 115 percentof SALARY.For the CEOs with
the largest options gains, compensationthroughexercise of stock options is 25 to 30 times SALARY,with a high of 126 times SALARYfor
FrederickSmith, founder of FederalExpress, in 1982.
FIRM SCALE. Hierarchicalmodels of the firm imply that CEO compensationshouldbe correlatedwith firmsize, typically measuredin the
empiricalCEO compensationliteratureby the firm's annualrevenues,
SALES. In addition to capturingthe underlyingconcept imperfectly,
SALESmay be a particularlypoor indicatorof cross-sectional differences in firmscale when there are substantialdifferencesin capitaland
labor intensity across firms and industries. Distortions caused by differences in factor intensities are likely to be particularlyrelevantwhen
comparingregulatedand unregulatedindustries. As table 1 indicates,
averagesales are less thanhalf of averagetotal assets for the regulated
firmsin our sample, but they are 24 percentabove averagetotal assets
for the unregulatedfirms.30Average revenueper employee also differs
considerablyacrossregulatedandunregulatedindustries,especially for
the firm-regulatedindustries.We thereforedepartfrom the usual specification by including both ASSETS(the firm's total capitalizationreportedon its balance sheet) and EMPLOYEESto capturescale effects
in our model.31For the data set overall, 1990 constant dollar SALES
average$4.7 billion ($9.5 billion standarddeviation),ASSETSaverage
average33,910 (63,440).
$4.7 billion ($10.5 billion), andEMPLOYEES
Sales and employees are lower on average for regulated industries;
assets are higher on average.
FIRM FINANCIALPERFORMANCE.Following

much of the CEO com-

pensationliterature,our model controlsfor variationsin compensation
resultingfrom differences in firm performance.We explore variations
in the structureof pay-for-performance
acrossregulatedandunregulated
industriesand over time. Much of the previousliteraturehas measured
30. See also Murphy(1985, 1987).
31. We also have estimatedthe model using measuresof gross or net property,plant,
ratios,as well as specificationsthatallow
andequipmentandmeasuresof firmcapital/labor
ratios.
the scaleelasticitiesto varyacrossfirmswhengroupedby theiraveragecapital/labor
The data do not preferthese specificationsto the ones reportedin the paper, and the
remainingslope coefficientsare robustto changingthe scale measure.
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firm performanceby the current-yearstock marketreturn(RETURN).
We estimate models using stock marketreturnand accountingrates of
returnon book equity. We have no strong priorsabout which of these
measuresmightbettercaptureperformance,althoughourresultssuggest
a slightly better fit in the models that use accountingrates of return.
Marketrates of returnaverage about 17 percent (39 percent standard
deviation) in our database, with relatively little variationin the mean
across regulatedand unregulatedindustries.Accountingrates of return
average 13 percent, with a standarddeviation of 11 percentoverall.32
Regulatedfirms, particularlyfirms subjectto industryregulation,have
slightly lower meanaccountingreturnsthando unregulatedfirms.Firms
subjectto firm-levelregulationexhibit less variationin the returnmeasures than do other firms.
Our specificationimplicitly measuresrelative performancesensitivity. By including year and industry effects, our models identify the
sensitivity of compensationto deviations in the firm's returnrelative
to the overall marketreturnin each year and to the industryaverage
returnover the sample period.33We departfrom the earlier literature
on executive compensationby allowing the coefficient on the financial
performancevariable to vary over the sample period. The increasing
emphasis on designing compensation to align CEO and shareholder
objectives and the rising prevalence of incentive pay suggest that the
pay-for-performancerelation is unlikely to be the same in 1990 as it
was in 1970. Despite this, mostpreviousstudieshaveestimatedconstant
performancesensitivities over their entire sample periods. We investigate the validity of this restrictionin our data set.
The compensationmodel includesfourcharCEOCHARACTERISTICS.
acteristics of the CEO:age at the time of appointmentas CEO (AGE),
years as CEOof this firm(TENURE),whetherthe CEOwas an internal
hire or an outside hire (OUTSIDE),and whetherthe CEO also is the
company's founder (FOUNDER). OUTSIDEis a dummy variable inbook
32. Accountingratesof returnaredefinedonly for firmswithpositiveshareholder
equity, which implies that companieswith substantialnegative earningsover time are
omitted from the sample. We also exclude from the analysiseight extremeoutliersin
accountingratesof return.These exclusionshave no substantiveimpacton the patternof
resultswe report.
33. For regulatedfirms, performancesensitivityis identifiedby the deviationof the
firm'sreturnrelativeto the industry'sreturnfor thatyear.
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cluded to assess whether CEOs who are broughtin from outside the
firm are paid proportionallymore than those who are promotedfrom
within the firm. OUTSIDEis set equal to one for a CEO who was an
employee of the firmfor less thanthreeyearsbefore promotionto CEO
and is not a founder. Internalhires are the norm, accounting for 83
percentof our observationsoverall. Outsidehires are more common in
industry-regulatedindustries,wherethey accountfor 28 percentof our
observations. There is evidence of an increase in outside hires over
time, rising to about 22 percentof the new CEO hires in the 1985-90
period. Given this pattern,we are particularlyinterestedin whetherthe
OUTSIDEpremiumor discount varies over time.
AGE and TENUREas CEO have been hypothesizedto affect compensationthrougha variety of mechanisms:humancapital accumulation, learningabout the individualby the boardof directors, signaling
that affects the probabilityof outside offers, and optimalcareerincentives. All these hypotheses imply that CEO compensationshould increasewith age andjob tenure, andwe includethese variablesto isolate
these effects. The average CEO in our sample reachedthis position at
age forty-nine(standarddeviation, eight years). Unregulatedfirmsappointed somewhat younger CEOs. The average age of new CEOs in
unregulatedfirms is forty-eight (eight years) comparedwith fifty-one
(seven years) for regulatedfirms. Perhapscorrespondingto the differential age at appointment,tenure in the CEO position is less for the
regulated sample, at 6.7 years (5.6 years), comparedwith the unregulated sample average tenure of 8.9 years (8.1 years).
The averageinside hire had been with the firmfor 19.7 years (standarddeviation 10.5 years) before becomingCEO. Consistentwith their
greaterage at time of appointment,the inside hires at regulatedfirms
hadbeen with the companyslightly longer(22 years, standarddeviation
9.8 years) than inside hires at unregulatedfirms (19.1 years, standard
deviation 10.5 years).
Finally, we distinguishbetweenfoundersandotherCEOs. Although
the theoreticalliteratureon executive compensationhas not spentmuch
time addressingthe special circumstancesof founders as CEOs, we
believera founderis likely to have a differentrelationshipwith the firm
and the board of directors and may have a larger ownership share in
the firm. We explore how founder status affects the level of compensation by including a dummyvariablethat takes on a value of one for
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company founders. Only 8 percentof our overall observationsare on
CEO founders.These are almost exclusively in the unregulatedsector,
with only four founders in the regulated sector. We cannot sign the
coefficient on this variablea priori.
Econometric Specification

Our basic econometric specificationof the compensationrelation is
ln (CEO COMPENSATIONijkt)= f1 *CEO TENUREijt

(1)

+ f32*CEOAGEijt+ f33 *FOUNDERij
+

p4 *OUTSIDEiJ

+ P5*ln(ASSETSjt)

+ f36*1n (EMPLOYEESjt)+ [37*RETURNjt +

Fijkt,

where i denotes the CEO, j denotes the firm, k denotes the industry,
and t denotes the year. This specificationassumes a constantelasticity
of compensationwith respect to firm size, which was not rejected in
our early explorationsof the compensationrelation. Performance,tenure, and age are all assumedto have a constantproportionalimpacton
compensation,andOUTSIDEandFOUNDERaredummyvariablesthat
shift the compensationcurve up or down.
We model the errorterm as
(2)

F ijkt

at

+ (I

D)*ak

+

D*ykt

+

Tijkf,

where D is a dummy variable that takes on a value of one when the
firm is in a regulatedindustry.For firmsin unregulatedindustries,we
include a simple industry-fixedeffect (Otk). These effects incorporate
the impactof industry-levelcharacteristicson compensationlevels. To
measure these effects, we used COMPUSTATprimarystandardindustrialclassificationcodes to assign firmsto two-digit industrygroups
and then grouped similar two-digit industriesinto a common industry
code. For firmsin regulatedindustries,we allow a fixed effect for each
industry year (Ykt). This richer specification allows us to investigate
how the level of compensationchanges over time for each of the regulated industries. We also include a time-fixed effect (8t) to measure
changes in the average level of real compensationacross all industries
and firms. We prefer the time-fixed effects to a time trend since they
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do not impose a constant growth rate on real compensationover the
twenty-one years of our panel data. We assume the final error component (Tijkt) is a randomcomponentspecific to the observation.34

Empirical Results
This section describes our estimatedmodel of CEO compensation.
We first analyze how firm and CEO characteristicsinfluence compensation. An assessment of the effect of regulationon average levels of
CEOcompensationfollows. Finally, we describethe effect of variations
in regulatoryoversighton compensationlevels withinthe electric utility
industry.
The Structure of Compensation

The effects on CEOcompensationof CEOcharacteristics,firmcharacteristics,andfirmperformanceareexploredin a series of regressions.
We firstestimatea model of SALARY
compensationbasedon a standard
specificationused in the literature.We then relax the restrictionsimposed by this specificationas we searchfor an empiricalmodel that is
parsimoniousyet consistent with the pooling implied by the data. The
specification emerging from this search is then used to explore the
sensitivity of the results to alternativemeasuresof compensationand
firm financialperformance.All the reportedregressions include yearfixed effects, industry-fixedeffects for observationsfrom unregulated
34. We implicitlyassumethat qijk1is an independentandidenticallydistributedwhitenoise errorterm. This errormay, in reality, includea firm-specificor CEO-specificcomponent.We have experimentedwith modelsthat includefixed or randomCEO effects in
the error.These experimentssuggest that there may be some correlationof unobserved
CEO or firmeffects with the scale and performancemeasures.In estimatesthat employ
two-stagegeneralizedleast squarestechniques(HausmanandTaylor, 1981) to correctfor
relationshipis dampened.The
the presenceof these CEOeffects, the pay-for-performance
scaleelasticityof compensationis morehighlyweightedtowardemployeesandless highly
weightedtowardassets, althoughthe sum of the two coefficientsis roughlythe same. The
averageof the CEO effects withinregulatedindustriessuggestsdiscountson the orderof
those we report,but the pointestimatesof bothregulatedandunregulatedindustryeffects
appearsomewhatless stable as we vary these specifications.Becauseof this instability,
we choose to reportthe ordinaryleast squaresresultsin this paper.
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industries, and industry-yeareffects for observations from regulated
industries.

Table 2 reportsresults for a series of specificationusing SALARYas
the measure of compensation and market rate of returnon common
equity as the measure of firm performance.Our first model, reported
in column I, is a benchmarkspecification estimated to compare the
results from our data set to those obtained in previous compensation
studies. Our estimate of the elasticity of salary with respect to annual
sales is 0.26 (standarderror 0.004), replicating the results of prior
studies. In the remainingregressions we measurefirm scale by assets
and employees. Substitutingthese two variables for sales produces a
slightly better fit and has no substantive effect on other coefficient
estimates (comparecolumns I and II). The elasticity of salary in this
basic model (column II) with respect to assets is 0.234 (standarderror
0.007) and with respect to employees is 0.022 (0.007).
We find evidence of a positive pay-for-performancerelationship:in
column II, a 10 percentagepoint increase in stock marketreturngenerates a 9.3 percent(1.0 percent)increase in salary. This is at the low
end of the range of performancesensitivities reportedby Rosen for
previousempiricalstudies, perhapsbecausewe use compensationlevels
ratherthan compensationchanges as the dependentvariable.35If we
estimate our model in first differences, we get pay-for-performance
results very similarto those found in previous studies, but we lose the
ability to identify many of the parameterswe are interestedin-particularlythe industry-fixedeffects.
CEO characteristicsinfluence compensationin the expected directions. Using the results in column II, a CEO's SALARYincreases with
his tenurein position, at the annualrate of about0.9 percent(standard
error0. 1 percent). This suggests a fairly flat compensationstructure
apartfrom the overall marketincreases that are capturedin the year
effects. SALARYalso increases slightly in age at appointment:an additional year of age at appointmentincreases SALARYby 0.3 percent
(standarderror0.1 percent). Finally, we find a modest compensation
premium(about 8 percent, standarderror0.9 percent)for CEOs who
have been hiredfromoutside the firm, andwe findsubstantialdiscounts
(about 15 percent) for founders.
35. Rosen (1992a).
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Table 2. Structure of Salary Compensationa
Independent
variable
CEO TENURE
AGE
FOUNDER
OUTSIDE

IV
I

Ab

Bc

0.009

0.009

0.009

0.009

0.008

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.003

0.003

0.003

0.003

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

-0.166
(0.014)

-0.159
(0.014)
0.078

-0.167
(0.014)

-0.164
(0.014)

0.234
(0.007)
0.022
(0.007)

0.235
(0.007)
0.022
(0.007)

0.029
(0.023)
0.047
(0.018)
0.108
(0.018)
0.200
(0.022)

0.029
(0.023)
0.050
(0.018)
0.116
(0.019)
0.223
(0.023)

0.038
(0.014)
0.107

0.037
(0.014)
0.107

(0.013)

(0.013)

0.063

(0.009)

0.259
(0.004)
0.234
(0.007)
0.022
(0.007)

ln(ASSETS)
ln(EMPLOY)
RETURN
1970-90

III

(0.001)

(0.009)
ln(SALES)

II

0.086

0.093

(0.010)

(0.010)

1970-74
1975-79
1980-84
1985-90

0.009
(0.114)
-0.020
(0.075)
-0.064
(0.055)
-0.221
(0.071)

OUTSIDE
Pre-1970
1970-79
1980-90

Number of
observations
SSR

10,833
1,259.48

10,833
1,234.60

0.080

0.087

(0.019)

(0.019)

10,833
1,228.61

10,833
1,223.74

Source:Authors'executive compensationdatabase. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.Regressions include year-fixedeffects
for all firms, SIC-yearinteractioneffects for regulatedfirms, and SIC effects for unregulatedfirms.
a. The dependentvariableis ln(SALARY).
b. Base coefficients for all firms.
c. Additive coefficients for regulatedfirms, measuringthe differentialeffect of regulation.
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Given the strong similarities between our results and those in the
literature, we are confident that our data set is representative of the
data used in previous research. We now turn to the results that extend
the findings of prior studies.
STRUCTURAL STABILITY OVER TIME. We conduct extensive tests to
determine the appropriate degree of pooling to impose on our final
specification. Earlier studies tend to assume that the structural equation
is unchanged over the entire sample period. There seems little reason
to impose this assumption on the data, particularly since trade press
discussions suggest that there have been substantial changes in compensation policy as well as compensation levels over the past twenty
years. The estimated year effects (reported in table A- I in the appendix)
confirm that real compensation levels have increased greatly over time.36
More interestingly, we have discovered significant changes in the coefficients of some structural variables as well: compensation has become
more sensitive to performance, and the premium to outside hires has
changed markedly over time.37
In column III of table 2, we present estimates in which the coefficients
of the financial performance and outsider variables are allowed to differ
over time. When the return coefficient is allowed to differ over four
subperiods, the estimates indicate a monotonic increase in performance
sensitivity over time.38 The estimate of the coefficient of RETURN for
the earliest period (1970-74) is small and not significantly different
36. The time patternof real CEO compensationlooks substantiallydifferentfrom the
timepatternsof compensationfor lawyersor averagecollege-educatedwhite-collarworkers
in Rosen (1992b). For his sampleRosen constructsan indexof realcompensationin each
yeardividedby the meanreal compensationover the 1967-87 period.His index suggests
higherthanmean earningsfrom 1970 to 1975, aboutmeanearningsfrom 1975 to 1980,
substantiallybelow mean earningsfrom 1980 to 1985, and aboutmeanearningsin 1986
and 1987. We constructeda similarindex for our CEO sample,basedon the total comin our figure2-A. This
pensationfor representativeCEOs in machinerymanufacturing
indexsuggestslowerthanmeancompensationduringmostor all of the 1970s, aboutmean
higherthanmeancompensation
compensationduringthe 1980-85 period,andsubstantially
duringthe 1985-90 period.
37. Earlyexperimentswith temporalpooling restrictionson the entirecompensation
modelsuggestedthatthe outsidepremiumandreturncoefficientswere the only parameters
with substantialvariationover our sampleperiod.
38. The time periods-1970-74,1975-79, 1980-84, and 1985-90-were based on
our estimatesof separateyear-by-yearcoefficientsand a judgmentof which years most
readilypool. The resultsare not substantiallydifferent(althoughthey are noisier)when
these coefficientsare allowedto varyby year.
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from zero. By the 1985-90 period, a 10 percentage point increase in
stock market return is estimated to raise compensation by 2.0 percent
(0.2 percent). Even cash compensation, as measured by SALARY, is
now more closely aligned with firm financial performance. This suggests
that empirical results based on earlier data or stable performance effects
over long periods may understate the current significance of corporate
pay-for-performance policies. 39
We also find that the compensation premium for CEOs brought in
from outside the firm changes over time. We have divided the sample
by the date at which the CEO is hired (before 1970, during the 197079 period, and during the 1980-90 period). For each of the hiring date
cohorts, the coefficient reports the premium observed for that cohort
over the sample period. For those hired before 1970, the premium is
3.9 percent (1.4 percent). CEOs hired from outside the firm in the 1970s
receive a premium of 11.3 percent (1.3 percent), and those hired in the
1980s receive a premium of 8.3 percent (1.9 percent). These results
may reflect changes in the market for corporate control, changes in
recruitment policies by corporate boards, premiums necessary to induce
executives to move to new organizations, or a signal of executive quality. We intend to explore these results in more detail in future research.
STRUCTURAL STABILITY ACROSS REGULATED INDUSTRIES. We next
explore the extent to which the structuralequation pools across regulated
and unregulated industries. In unreported regressions, we allowed all
the structural coefficients to vary across regulated and unregulated regimes.40 The data seemed to prefer separate coefficients for regulated
and unregulated industries on the CEO tenure and return variables. In
column IV of table 2, we report results that relax the assumption of a
common slope coefficient for these variables. Column IV-A reports the
39. If we estimatethe model with CEO-fixedeffects, so thatthe returnvariablesare
identifiedonlyby within-CEOvariation(andtheAGE,FOUNDER,OUTSIDE,andindustry
variablesaredropped),the changein the pay-for-performance
relationshipremainsevident
butless pronouncedthanin these results.The compensationincreaseassociatedwith a ten
percentagepoint increasein returnis 0.6 percent(0.1 percent)in the earliestperiodand
1.0 percent(0.1 percent)in the latestperiod.
effects in the regressioncapturedifferencesin the levels of
40. The industry-specific
compensationacrossregulatedandunregulatedindustries.We also have estimatedmodels
thatallow all the structuralparametersto vary acrossregulatedandunregulatedindustries
andindustry-regulated
andto differacrossfirm-regulated
companies.This disaggregation
yields little additionalinsight.
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"base" estimates for all firms, and column IV-B reports an estimated
additive adjustment to the base estimate for the CEOs of regulated firms.
The responses of salary to CEO tenure and firm performance differ
considerably for regulated and unregulated firms. The estimates suggest
that tenure-associated increases in compensation are twice as large in
regulated industries: adding a year to tenure increases salary by 1.7
percent, compared with 0.9 percent for CEOs in the unregulated sector.
The results also suggest that regulated firms provide less reward to their
CEOs for superior financial performance. Compensation in the unregulated sector has become more sensitive to firm performance over time,
but performance sensitivity in the regulated sector has remained relatively constant and low, although the point estimates are rather imprecise. By the 1985-90 period, compensation in regulated firms exhibits
little or no performance sensitivity, a striking difference from compensation in the unregulated sector.41
Taken together, these results suggest that the compensation schemes
at regulated firms are more bureaucratic-rewarding service time more
and relative performance less-than those at unregulated firms. This
finding, based on "salary and bonus" as a measure of compensation,
reinforces the observation we made in discussing table 1-namely, that
regulated firms rely less on performance sensitive components of compensation than do unregulated firms.
ALTERNATIVE COMPENSATION AND FIRM PERFORMANCE MEASURES.

Using the specification reported in column IV of table 2, we next explore
the sensitivity of our results to alternative measures of CEO compensation and firm financial performance. Table 3 reports compensation
estimates for the 1972-90 period over which we have measures of
TOTAL] compensation. We include results for SALARYto benchmark
any effects of changing the sample period, which are minimal.
When compensation is measured as total compensation (TOTAL])
rather than salary plus bonus or "cash compensation," its sensitivity
to firm financial performance increases for all periods. This is not
surprising, since the realized value of long-term compensation instru-

in the 1985-90 periodis heavily
41. ThelargenegativecoefficientsforRETURN*REG
influencedby the airlineindustry.If we allow airlinesto have a separatecoefficienton
return,the net financialperformancesensitivityfor regulatedindustriesremainssmaller
thanfor theunregulatedfirms,butit is closerin magnitudeto theneteffect for theregulated
firmsin the earliertime periods.
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Table 3. AlternativePerformanceand CompensationMeasures, 1972-90
Return= marketreturn
Return= accountingreturn
Dependentvariable
CEOTENURE
CEOTENURE*REG
AGE
FOUNDER
ln(ASSETS)
ln(EMPLOY)
RETURN
1970-74
1975-79
1980-84
1985-90
RETURN*REG
1970-74
1975-79
1980-84
1985-90
OUTSIDE
Pre-1970
1970-79
1980-90
Numberof observations
SSR

II
I
III
IV
ln(SALARY) ln(TOTALJ) ln(SALARY) ln(TOTALJ)
0.009
(0.001)
0.008
(0.001)
0.003
(0.001)
-0.163
(0.015)
0.231
(0.007)
0.027
(0.007)

0.009
(0.001)
0.008
(0.002)
0.003
(0.001)
-0.212
(0.021)
0.271
(0.010)
0.014
(0.010)

0.008
(0.001)
0.008
(0.001)
0.003
(0.001)
-0.156
(0.015)
0.235
(0.007)
0.026
(0.007)

0.008
(0.001)
0.008
(0.002)
0.003
(0.001)
-0.200
(0.020)
0.276
(0.010)
0.013
(0.010)

0.043
(0.029)
0.049
(0.018)
0.116
(0.019)
0.224
(0.023)

0.071
(0.041)
0.103
(0.026)
0.240
(0.027)
0.318
(0.033)

0.406
(0.114)
0.537
(0.081)
0.769
(0.064)
0.718
(0.046)

0.609
(0.160)
0.868
(0.113)
1.180
(0.090)
1.123
(0.065)

-0.036
(0.141)
-0.019
(0.076)
-0.064
(0.056)
-0.223
(0.071)

-0.077
(0.198)
-0.001
(0.106)
-0.243
(0.078)
-0.300
(0.100)

0.025
(0.641)
0.137
(0.390)
- 0.562
(0.121)
-0.339
(0.159)

0.181
(0.900)
0.400
(0.549)
- 0.785
(0.170)
-0.302
(0.223)

0.038
(0.016)
0.114
(0.013)
0.087
(0.019)

0.043
(0.023)
0.147
(0.018)
0.064
(0.027)

0.045
(0.016)
0.133
(0.013)
0.096
(0.019)

0.054
(0.022)
0.177
(0.018)
0.076
(0.027)

9,846
1,132.91

9,846
2,248.79

9,846
1,099.19

9,846
2,169.47

Source:Authors'executive compensationdatabase. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.Regressions include year-fixedeffects
for all firms, SIC-yearinteractioneffects for regulatedfirms, and SIC effects for unregulatedfirms.
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ments like options and stock grants, which are included in TOTAL], is
highly correlated with the performance of the company's stock. As in
the SALARYregressions, performance sensitivity rises substantially over
time, and the coefficients on the regulated-performance interactions
suggest less performance sensitivity in the regulated industries. TOTAL]
compensation shows a slightly stronger elasticity with respect to
ASSETS, a slightly lower elasticity with respect to EMPLOYEES, and
a smaller discount for founders, relative to SALARY compensation.
Changing the dependent variable has little effect on the other coefficients.
Columns III and IV of table 3 explore the effect of substituting
accounting rate of return for market return as the measure of firm
performance. Although other coefficients are substantively unchanged
by this substitution, the pay-for-performance relationship changes in
interesting ways. First, the base performance coefficients are much
larger for accounting rates of return than for market rates of return.
This is consistent with previous research and may be the result of
institutional factors as well as the statistical properties of the return
measures. Compensation contracts specify performance objectives more
frequently in terms of accounting than market rates of return. Accounting rates of return exhibit much less variability than do market rates of
return, with an overall standard deviation of 12 percent compared with
the market rate of return standard deviation of 41 percent for unregulated
firms (table 1). Notably, an increase of one-quarter standard deviation
in either return measure generates roughly equivalent percentage increases in SALARY(about 2.2 percent) or TOTAL] (3.1 to 3.4 percent)
during the 1985-90 period.
Second, although the accounting rate of return coefficients exhibit a
substantial increase in performance sensitivity over time, the relative
magnitude of the change is not as large as that for market rates of return.
Between the first and last periods, the accounting rate of return coefficients approximately double, but the market rate of return coefficients
more than quadruple. Moreover, the performance sensitivity is approximately constant over the past decade for accounting rate of return.
Finally, and perhaps of most interest, regulated firms exhibit much
more performance sensitivity when performance is measured by accounting rates of return. Although compensation is less sensitive to
performance than in unregulated firms during the 1980s, the net effect
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of accountingrateof returnremainspositive andstatisticallysignificant
throughoutthe sample period. The focus on accountingrates of return
in manyregulatorysettings(especially for publicutilities) suggests that
this might reflect real differences in compensationstructure.Compensationcommitteesin regulatedfirmsmay benchmarkCEOperformance
more by accountingreturn, or higher accounting returnsmay be associated with periods of less stringent regulation, which also imply
fewerconstraintson compensation.Thesecompetingexplanationsclearly
merit furtherinvestigation.
Table 4 presents estimated compensationequations for total compensationexcludinggains fromthe exercise of stock options andsimilar
instruments(TOTAL2).These data are availableonly for the 1980-90
period. For comparison, we include SALARYand TOTAL]estimates
for this period, but the coefficients are largely unaffectedby the change
in sample. The resultof most significancein this table is the dampening
of the pay-for-performancesensitivity when optionsgains areexcluded
fromtotalcompensation(comparethe performancecoefficientsfor market returnin columns II and III, and for accountingreturnin columns
V and VI). The performancesensitivity for TOTAL2is quite close to
thatfor SALARYandabouttwo-thirdsthe magnitudeof the performance
sensitivity for TOTAL].This suggests that options and stock appreciation rights are an importantsource of incentive pay.
The Effect of Regulation on Compensation

Differencesin compensationlevels acrossregulatedandunregulated
industriesare estimatedby industry-specificeffects, which measurethe
deviation of mean compensationin each industryfrom the mean for
our reference industry, machinery manufacturing.Machinery manufacturingis a naturalreference industry, with average compensation
that is extremely close to the average of all unregulatedindustries,
controllingfor firmandCEOcharacteristics.Forconveniience,we therefore will refer to the industryeffects as measuringdeviationsfrom the
unregulatedmean compensation,althoughthe precise measurementis
relative to machinerymanufacturing.We reportthe industry-specific
effects for eachcompensationmeasure(SALARY,
TOTAL],andTOTAL2)
using the basic structuralspecificationwith marketreturnas the performancevariable.
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Table 4. AlternativePerformanceand CompensationMeasures, 1980-90
Return = marketreturn

Return= accountingreturn

V
II
VI
I
III
IV
Dependentvariable(In) SALARY TOTAL] TOTAL2 SALARY TOTAL] TOTAL2
CEOTENURE

0.009
(0.001)

0.009
(0.001)

0.010
(0.001)

0.009
(0.001)

0.008
(0.001)

0.009
(0.001)

CEOTENURE*REG

0.008
(0.002)

0.007
(0.003)

0.007
(0.002)

0.008
(0.002)

0.007
(0.003)

0.008
(0.002)

AGE

0.002
(0.001)

0.001
(0.001)

0.003
(0.001)

0.002
(0.001)

0.002
(0.001)

0.003
(0.001)

FOUNDER

-0.229
-0.222
-0.205
-0.173
-0.159
-0.206
(0.021) (0.032) (0.024) (0.021) (0.032) (0.024)

ln(ASSETS)

0.229
(0.010)

0.284
(0.015)

0.252
(0.011)

0.236
(0.010)

ln(EMPLOY)

0.017 -0.009
(0.010) (0.014)

0.004
(0.011)

0.013 -0.014
-0.001
(0.009) (0.014) (0.011)

0.103
(0.021)

0.226
(0.032)

0.118
(0.024)

0.750
(0.070)

1.155
(0.106)

0.818
(0.080)

0.211
(0.025)

0.305
(0.038)

0.234
(0.029)

0.711
(0.051)

1.111
(0.077)

0.758
(0.058)

RETURN
1980-84
1985-90
RETURN*REG
1980-84
1985-90
OUTSIDE
Pre-1970

0.292
(0.015)

0.259
(0.011)

-0.056
-0.555
-0.772
-0.611
-0.053
-0.229
(0.060) (0.092) (0.069) (0.131) (0.198) (0.149)
- 0.288 -0.246
-0.212
-0.327
-0.278
-0.380
(0.077) (0.117) (0.088) (0.172) (0.261) (0.196)
-0.018
-0.013
-0.015
(0.032) (0.048) (0.036)

0.008
(0.031)

0.018
(0.047)

0.012
(0.035)

1970-79

0.151
(0.019)

0.207
(0.029)

0.160
(0.022)

0.173
(0.019)

0.242
(0.029)

0.184
(0.022)

1980-90

0.082
(0.021)

0.062
(0.032)

0.076
(0.024)

0.090
(0.021)

0.072
(0.032)

0.084
(0.024)

Numberof observations 5,568
754.88
SSR

5,568
5,568
1,734.58 976.03

5,568
726.60

5,568
5,568
1,668.56 944.37

Source:Authors'executive compensationdatabase. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.Regressionsinclude year-fixedeffects
for all firms, SIC-yearinteractioneffects for regulatedfirms, and SIC effects for unregulatedfirms.
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The fixed effects for the unregulated industries provide a gauge for
the effects estimated for the regulated industries. We report the fixed
effects for unregulated industries in table 5. For SALARY,the estimated
effects range from -0. 13 (0.03) in oil and gas extraction to 0.21 (0.03)
in services II, implying average industry salaries that range from 87
percent to 123 percent of the unregulated mean SALARY.The variance
in industry effects is larger for TOTAL], with estimated effects ranging
from -0. 17 (0.03) in petroleum refining to 0.43 (0.05) in services 11.42
For the regulated industries, we disaggregate the industry-fixed effects into industry-year specific effects. These measure the difference
in the regulated industry mean compensation from the machinery manufacturing mean compensation in each year.43 For parsimony in presentation, table 6 reports the regulated industry-year effects pooled over
five-year intervals, rather than twenty-one individual-year effects for
each industry.44 The annual movements in the regulatory effects are
plotted in figures 1 and 2. Figures 1-A and 1-B graph the predicted
SALARY path over time for a "representative" CEO in each of the
regulated industries and machinery manufacturing, grouped by industryregulated industries (figure 1-A) and firm-regulated industries (figure
1-B).45 Figures 2-A and 2-B are the corresponding graphs for TOTAL].
Overall, CEOs in regulated industries earn substantially less, and
the regulated industry effects are both statistically and economically
significant. Except for railroads and trucking, the regulated industry
effects all are well below the lowest unregulated industry effects, and
railroads and trucking are in the lower tail of the unregulated industries
distribution. The regulated industry compensation discount from machinery manufacturing is as high as 62 percent for salary and as high
as 71 percent for total compensation, with the lowest compensation
level in electric utilities over the 1975-85 period. Other things being
42. The fixed effect for services II is a substantialoutlierin the unregulatedindustry
distribution.This sector includes hospitalsand health services, engineeringand design
firms,andconsultingservices. The second largesteffect is 0.11 (0.04), for publishing.
43. The machinerymanufacturingmean compensationfor each year is reportedin
appendixtableA-1, which recordsthe estimatedyear-fixedeffects.
F-testsfail to rejectpoolingat thislevel foreachof theregulatedindustries.
44. Standard
CEO is definedto be fifty yearsold when appointedCEO and
45. The representative
CEOhas eight yearsof
to be a nonfounderhiredfromwithinthe firm.The representative
tenurein the CEOpositionandmanagesa firmwith $4.7 billiontotalassets(1990 constant
dollars),30,000 employees,and a marketreturnof 17 percent.
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Table 5. Fixed Effects for UnregulatedIndustries
Compensation measure and regression
specification

Industry, SIC category

Number of
observations,
1970-90

ln(SALARY)
Table 2,
column IV

ln(TOTALJ)
Table 3,
column II

ln(TOTAL2)
Table 4,
column III

Mining, 10

134

-0.018
(0.032)

-0.129
(0.049)

-0.226
(0.064)

Oil & gas extraction,13

184

-0.135
(0.031)

-0.090
(0.046)

-0.103
(0.052)

Construction,15

146

0.002
(0.031)

0.029
(0.046)

-0.007
(0.055)

Food, 20

665

0.081
(0.018)

0.032
(0.027)

0.105
(0.033)

Paper,26

402

-0.081
(0.021)

-0.157
(0.031)

-0.199
(0.036)

Publishing,27

221

0.067
(0.026)

0.114
(0.039)

0.097
(0.043)

Chemicals,28

1,074

0.092
(0.016)

0.077
(0.024)

0.064
(0.029)

Petroleumrefining,29

487

- 0.111
(0.022)

-0.174
(0.033)

-0.184
(0.039)

30
Othermanufacturing,

670

0.082
(0.018)

0.022
(0.027)

0.112
(0.033)

Metals,33

490

-0.056
(0.020)

-0.158
(0.030)

-0.129
(0.036)

Electronicequipment,36

759

0.028
(0.017)

-0.005
(0.026)

0.006
(0.030)

Transportequipment,37

620

-0.021
(0.018)

0.036
(0.028)

0.018
(0.033)

Transportation/Utilities,
unreg.40

258

-0.023
(0.025)

-0.010
(0.037)

-0.049
(0.041)

Wholesaletrade,50

355

Retailtrade,59

961

ServicesI, 70

283

ServicesII, 80

130

-0.011
(0.022)
-0.027
(0.017)
0.059
(0.024)
0.207
(0.033)

-0.125
(0.033)
-0.101
(0.026)
0.026
(0.035)
0.427
(0.048)

-0.080
(0.038)
-0.033
(0.031)
0.079
(0.039)
0.255
(0.050)

Source: Authors' executive compensationdatabase. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.All coefficients relative to machinery
manufacturing(791 observationsin 1970-90 sample).
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equal, CEOs in regulated industries receive significantly less compensation than does the average CEO in unregulated industries.
ELECTRICUTILITIES. Electric utilities

are the group of firms most

susceptible to the exercise of political constraints on compensation:
they are regulated on a firm-by-firm basis, typically by a single state
regulatory agency, and they have been subject to quite intense regulatory
scrutiny over much of the sample period. They also are the firms with
the deepest discounts of CEO compensation relative to the unregulated
sector. For salary and bonus, the discounts average 50 to 60 percent
off the unregulated mean compensation. For the measures of compensation that include long-term incentive compensation such as stock
options, electric utility CEOs do even worse, with discounts of 60 to
70 percent.
Moreover, the pattern of discounts over time conforms to the predicted effects of the political constraints model. Relative CEO compensation declines after the mid-1970s and recovers only slowly and
modestly by the late 1980s. This pattern is consistent with the time
pattern of regulatory stringency in the electric utility industry, and it
supports an explanation of discounts based on political constraints.46
Further evidence in support of the political constraint model of compensation discounts is explored in the last section of the results discussion.
UTILITIES.Although natural gas utilities
NATURALGAS DISTRIBUTION

are in principle subject to firm-level regulation at the state level quite
similar to that of the electric utilities, there are two significant differences. First, the firms in our sample are heavily diversified out of natural
gas distribution.47 Although the largest single line of business for all

46. The time patternof utility CEO compensationdoes not mimic Rosen's earnings
patternsfor lawyersor otherwhite-collarprofessionalsduringthe 1970-90 period(Rosen
1992b).Indicesof real totalcompensationandrealsalarycompensationfor electricutility
CEOs,for example,exhibitmodestdeclinesbetween 1970 and 1975, relativelyflat compensationfrom 1975 to 1980, and significantand monotonicincreasesover the 1980-90
period.The indicesrise fromabout75 percentof the mean 1970-90 compensationin 1975
to about150 percentof the 1970-90 meancompensationin 1990. Thereis no evidenceof
the cubic "wave" patternthatRosen observesin his dataon white-collarprofessionals.
47. Mostlocal gas distributioncompaniesarerelativelysmall, andhence do not make
it into the Forbessurvey,or they are partof combinationgas andelectriccompaniesthat
we havetreatedas electricutilities.Forthe latterfirmstheelectricityportionof the business
the gas.
generallypredominates
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Table 6. Fixed Effects for Regulated Industries
Na
Table2:JV

SALARY
Table2:JV

TOTAL]
Table3:1I

TOTAL2
Table4:II1

Railroads
1970-74

33

1975-79

35

1980-84

29

1985-90

29

-0.173
(0.062)
- 0.088
(0.061)
-0.061
(0.067)
-0.122
(0.066)

-0.216
(0.109)
-0.267
(0.087)
-0.159
(0.096)
-0.253
(0.094)

-0.170
(0.086)
-0.210
(0.084)

Trucking
1970-74

16

1975-79

25

1980-84

24

1985-90

19

-0.454
(0.087)
0.002
(0.070)
0.062
(0.072)
-0.150
(0.080)

-0.438
(0.150)
-0.049
(0.100)
0.034
(0.102)
- 0.303
(0.115)

0.039
(0.091)
-0.185
(0.102)

Airlines
1970-74

30

1975-79

38

1980-84

47

1985-90

38

- 0.339
(0.065)
-0.290
(0.060)
-0.410
(0.054)
-0.413
(0.059)

-0.444
(0.122)
-0.481
(0.086)
-0.502
(0.077)
-0.240
(0.084)

-0.504
(0.070)
-0.252
(0.075)

Telephone
1970-74

27

1975-79

30

1980-84

42

1985-90

84

-0.505
(0.067)
-0.580
(0.065)
-0.428
(0.057)
-0.262
(0.044)

-0.707
(0.117)
-0.774
(0.093)
-0.626
(0.082
-0.431
(0.062)

-0.490
(0.075)
-0.260
(0.058)

-0.719
(0.030)
- 0.957
(0.032)

- 0.885
(0.052)
-0.166
(0.046)

Compensationmeasure(In)
Regressionmodel

Electricutilities
1970-74
1975-79

285
277
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Table 6. (continued)
Compensationmeasure(In)
Regressionmodel

Table2:IV

Electricutilities(continued)
1980-84

332

Na

1985-90

380

Pipelines
1970-74

66

1975-79

82

1980-84

90

1985-90

65

Gas utilities
1970-74

14

1975-79

20

1980-84

25

1985-90

21

SALARY
Table2:IV

TOTAL]
Table3:1I

TOTAL2
Table4:III

-0.960
(0.030)
-0.865
(0.029)

- 1.223
(0.044)
- 1.157
(0.043)

- 1.106
(0.045)
-0.974
(0.043)

-0.414
(0.047)
-0.346
(0.047)
-0.258
(0.042)
-0.328
(0.048)

-0.537
(0.083)
-0.425
(0.067)
-0.312
(0.060)
-0.468
(0.069)

-0.371
(0.057)
-0.358
(0.064)

-0.388
(0.093)
-0.438
(0.079)
-0.504
(0.071)
-0.396
(0.077)

-0.521
(0.173)
-0.552
(0.113)
-0.479
(0.102)
-0.370
(0.110)

-0.501
(0.092)
-0.380
(0.099)

Source:Authors'executive compensationdatabase.Standarderrorsare in parentheses.All coefficients are relativeto machinery
manufacturing.
a. Numberof observationsin industryover five-year period.

seven firmsin our sampleis naturalgas distribution,five are diversified
holding companies with significant financial interests in oil and gas
explorationand production,pipeline transport,shipping, retailing, or
otherventures.This diversificationmay relax regulatoryconstraintson
compensationas well as contributeto higher compensationby raising
potential CEO productivity. Second, most of our firms operate gas
distributioncompaniesin more thanone state. This diffuses regulatory
controleven further.
Given these distinctions, it is not surprisingthat the compensation
discountsfor CEOsof gas distributioncompaniesare smallerthanthose
for electricutilityCEOs. Thediscountsaverage32 to 40 percentrelative
to machinerymanufacturingSALARY, and 30 to 42 percentrelative to
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Figure 1. Salary and Bonus for a RepresentativeCEO, 1970-90
A. Industry-Regulated
Industries
Millionsof 1990 dollars
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
1970

1975
Railroads Trucking

1980
Airlines

1985
Unregulatedsector

1990

B. Firm-Regulated
Industries
Millionsof 1990 dollars
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
1970
Phone

1975
Electricity

Pipelines

Source:Authors'executive compensationdatabase.
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Figure 2. Total Compensationfor a RepresentativeCEO, 1972-90
Industries
A. Industry-Regulated
Millionsof 1990 dollars
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B. Firm-Regulated
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Source:Authors'executive compensationdatabase.
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TOTAL]. This discountis still quitesubstantial-about twice the largest
discountin the unregulatedindustrysample. Althoughthe time pattern
suggests some reductionin relativecompensationduringthe late 1970s
andearly 1980s when regulatorypressuresmay have been most intense,
thepointestimatesaresufficientlyimprecisethatwe cannotbe confident
in that pattern.
TELEPHONES.Telephone companies are regulated on a firm-by-firm

basis, although regulatoryauthorityover any given company can be
quitediffuse, often involving regulatoryagencies in a numberof states
and (for long-distanceservice) the FederalCommunicationsCommission. Consistentwith this and the predictionsof our model of political
constraints,compensationof telephone company CEOs has been discounted substantiallyrelative to unregulatedindustries, but the discounts are not as large as those in the electric utility industry. From
1970 to 1985, SALARYdiscounts averagedabout 40 percentand total
compensationdiscounts about 50 percent, relative to the unregulated
sector.
These discounts declined significantlyafter the break-upof AT&T
in 1984 and the associated changes in the competitive and regulatory
environmentof the industry. From 1985 to 1990, compensationdiscounts averagedless than 25 percentof SALARYand about 35 percent
of total compensation. Although smaller, these discounts continue to
be substantiallylargerthanany in the unregulatedsector. The direction
of the change is consistent with both the political constraintsand differentialproductivityhypotheses.
Interstate natural gas pipeline companies exhibit disGASPIPELINES.

counts of 25 to 35 percent in salary and bonus and slightly larger
discountsin total compensation,relativeto the unregulatedsector. Although substantial, these discounts are smaller than the average discounts in the remaining firm-regulatedindustries. This is consistent
with the view that state regulationof firms supplying primarilylocal
services provides a more binding political constrainton CEO compensation thandoes federal regulation. We expected possible increases in
compensationdiscounts duringthe late 1980s as a result of worsening
economicandregulatoryconditionsin the industry.Thedataaresuggestive of some additionaldiscountingrelative to the 1980-84 position of
the industry,but the declines are statistically significantonly for total
compensation.
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The discounts in the industry-level regulated industries
RAILROADS.

are much smaller than those in the firm-level regulatedindustries, althoughthe small samplesizes increasethe imprecisionof our estimates.
In railroadsthe discountfor salaryandbonusaveragesabout 10 percent,
within the range of discounts exhibited by unregulatedindustries.The
discount is larger(15 to 20 percent)when we use as our compensation
measuretotal compensation,includinggains on stock optionsandstock
holdings. Despite substantialderegulationof the rail industryover the
1975-85 period, as well as organizationalchanges and CEO turnover,
there is no clear trend in the discounts to suggest they narrowedover
time.48

TRUCKING.
In trucking, compensationdiscounts in SALARYappear
to be modestto nonexistentin mostperiods, althoughthe pointestimates
are fairly imprecise. The notable exception is the 1970-74 period,
which is largely because of the CEO of RoadwayExpress. As in railroads, thereis no clear effect of deregulationon compensation.Indeed,
the discountin both salaryand total compensationrises over the 198590 period. The similarityof the rail and truckingresults is unlikely to
be entirely coincidental. Both these industries, and only these industries, were subjectto industry-levelrateregulationby the same federal
agency, the InterstateCommerceCommission.
AIRLINES.In airlines, SALARYwas discounted 25 to 30 percent rel-

ative to the unregulatedmean SALARYduringthe 1970s, when airlines
were subject to regulationby the Civil AeronauticsBoard. Total compensationwas discountedabout35 percentduringthis period. Although
these discounts are larger than those for other industry-regulatedindustries,they are smallerthanthose for firm-regulatedindustries.They
are substantiallylarger than the largest discounts observed in the unregulatedsector. This patterncould be consistent with industryaggregation providing less "anonymity" for the few airlines regulated by
the Civil Aeronautics Board. It may also be that the coincidence of
nationalfirms and federal regulationprovides effective political constraintson these firms.
Despite the dramaticchanges in the economic and regulatoryenvironmentaffecting the airline industryafter 1978, CEO compensation
48. On organizational
changesand CEO turnoverin the railroadindustry,see Friedlaender,Berndt,and McCullough(1992).
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did not respond quickly to the enhanced managerialchallenges that
these companiesfaced. Compensationdiscountsincreasedafterderegulationof the industry,with the exceptionof totalcompensationin 1990
(see figure 2-A).49 It has been suggested to us that this behavior may
reflectthreephenomena.First, althoughthe airlineindustrywas largely
deregulatedby the early 1980s, the industry,especially the largestfirms
thatappearin our sample, continuesto be subjectto intensive political
scrutiny and periodic threats of reregulation. Second, many airlines
went through major restructuringsthat reduced wages, relaxed work
rules, and laid off workers. Concomitantlarge increases in compensation for CEOs might have reducedtheireffectiveness in accomplishing these tasks. Finally, despite relatively healthystock marketreturns
over much of the period, most major airlines suffered enormous accountinglosses duringthe 1980s. In at least one case, these arguments
apparentlymotivateda CEOto requestthatthe boardof directorsrescind
a substantialstock grant to him.
With the exception of the "before and after" deregulationpatterns,
these findings supportthe compensationpatternsone would expect if
regulationimposed political constraintson CEO pay. The closing empirical section looks within the electric utility industryfor sharperdistinctions between the political pressureand productivityhypotheses.
Organizational Variation Within Electric Utilities

The electric utility industry is the industrywith the deepest compensation discounts, as well as the regulated industryfor which we
have the most data in our sample and, based on previous research, for
which we have the most extensive knowledge of and direct experience
with the regulatoryprocess and the changes in industrystructure.We
thereforeexploit informationon variationsacross firmsin this industry
to provide additionalevidence on regulatorydiscounts and, in particular, to distinguish between political constraintsand inherentproductivity differences as explanationsof those discounts. We focus on two
ways in whichcorporatestructuresdifferacrossfirms:(1) diversification
into unregulatedbusinesses, and (2) organizingas a holding company
to sizablenoncashcompensationfor the
49. The huge increasein 1990 is attributable
CEOsof AmericanAirlinesand UnitedAirlines.
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corporateform. Each of these may affect the scrutinythat regulators
apply to CEO compensation.
The first way in which utilities may relax regulatoryconstraintsis
to diversify into unregulatedbusinesses. Although very few electric
utilities have less than 80 percentof theirbusiness activities associated
with the productionand sale of electricity, several have embarkedon
ambitious diversification programs. Others have only financially inconsequentialdiversification.We record substantialdiversificationby
a dummy variable (DIVERSE)that takes on the value one in any year
in which we judged a utility to have achievedsignificantdiversification.
Ourjudgment was based on a review of utility annualreports, 1OKs,
and financial analysts' reports on utility diversification. Among the
factors considered to constructthe classificationswere the fraction of
utility revenues, costs, and assets in nonutilitybusinesses; discussions
of diversificationplans in annualreports;and perceptionsof stock analysts. Twenty-one firms in our data base achieved substantialdiversification some time duringthe sample period, most in the late 1980s.
Together, they have ninety-nine firm-yearsof DIVERSEoperationin
our database.
Substantial diversification will loosen any political constraint on
compensation,because compensationcan be chargedto the unregulated
operations. But it also may change the impact the CEOs can have on
stockholderreturnsthroughtheirsuccess with unregulatedsubsidiaries.
This, in turn,may lead to changesin the potentialproductivityof CEOs,
the optimalcompensationarrangements,and the type of CEOhired by
the firm.50
The second potentialway to relax regulatoryconstraintsis to adopt
a holding company structure.In utilities that are organizedas holding
companies, the CEO is the chief executive of the holding company,
butnot necessarilyof the regulatedutility operatingcompany.As such,
the CEO's compensationmay be partiallyor wholly removedfrom the
purviewof any particularregulatorycommission.51Thereare two types
50. Fora discussionof these effects in the rail industry,see Friedlaender,Berndt,and
McCullough(1992) andJohnMeyer'scommentsat the end of this paper.
51. In general,the CEO's compensationwill be subjectto regulatoryoversightonly
to the extentthatit is chargedback to a regulatedoperatingsubsidiary.As notedearlier,
some companieschoose to chargeback none of the CEO's compensation.
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of holding companystructuresin the electric utility industry:registered
holding companies and exempt holding companies.
Registered holding companies are multistate utilities that are
registered as holding companies under the Public Utility Holding
CompanyAct of 1935. There are about a dozen of these firms in the
industry. In contrastto most utilities, which operate in a single state
and are regulated by a single-state regulatorycommission, registered
holding companiesoperateutility subsidiariesin at least two states and
are regulatedin part by each state's public utility commission and by
the FederalEnergy RegulatoryCommission. Apartfrom differences in
corporateform andassociateddifferencesin regulatoryoversight, these
companies are indistinguishablefrom other electric utilities of similar
size. To examine whether the associated diffusion of regulatory authority relaxes political constraintson CEO compensation, we have
created a dummy variable (RHC) that takes on the value one for each
of the eight registeredholding companies we have in our databaseof
164 firm-years.
Exempt holding companies (EHCs) are holding companies that are
exempt from registrationunderthe 1935 Act because they have regulated utility subsidiariesthat operate in a single state. They typically
also have one or more subsidiariesin unregulatedlines of business. As
we have argued, the holding company form should partially mitigate
the force of political constraintson CEOcompensation,therebyreducing compensationdiscounts. Potentialdiversificationof EHCs into unregulatedbusinesses also may imply changesin executive compensation
independentof any political constraints.To controlfor this, we exploit
variationsacross this groupin the degree of substantivediversification.
Exempt holding companies typically are legally diversifiedinto unregulated businesses, but the financial significance of their diversificationvaries substantiallyacrossfirms.Exemptholdingcompanieswith
no consequentialdiversification(DIVERSE=0) differ from other undiversified utilities in legal form only. There is no reason to believe
that the CEO's position at a largely undiversified exempt holding
company is substantivelydifferent from that at other electric utilities;
there simply is not sufficient diversification to make the position
inherentlymore productivefrom the shareholders'perspective. EHC
status is sufficient to relax political constraints, however. Even substantiallyundiversifiedfirms can charge a shareof executive compen-
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Table 7. Holding Company and DiversificationEffects in the Electric Utility
Industry
Specificationlvariable
ln(SALARY)a
Registeredholdingcompany(RHC)
Exemptholdingcompany(EHC)
Diversified(DIVERSE)
)b
ln(TOTAL1
Registeredholdingcompany(RHC)

Exemptholdingcompany(EHC)
Diversified(DIVERSE)
ln(TOTAL2)c
Registeredholdingcompany(RHC)
Exemptholdingcompany(EHC)
Diversified(DIVERSE)

Coefficient
0.121
(0.029)
0.113
(0.037)
0.139
(0.039)
0.091
(0.043)
0.085
(0.053)
0.266
(0.056)
0.100
(0.050)
0.102
(0.049)
0.206
(0.053)

Source: Authors' executive compensationdatabase. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.
a. Regression specificationtable 2, column IV.
b. Regression specificationtable 3, column It.
c. Regression specificationtable 4, column III.

sationto theirunregulatedaffiliate(s),reducingcompensationpayments
that appear in rate cases as attributableto the regulated utility. By
estimatingthe effect of EHC status controllingfor the level of diversification (throughDIVERSE), we can isolate the political constraint
effect. We recordexemptholding companystatusby a dummyvariable
(EHC) thattakes on the value one in any year thata utility is organized
as an exempt holding company. We have twenty-two firms and 115
firm-yearsin this category. Of these twenty-twofirms, eleven are substantiallydiversifiedat some point in the sample period.
Table 7 reports the estimated coefficients of the RHC, EHC, and
DIVERSEvariables, which have been addedto the basic specifications
usedto derivetable5. The remainingcoefficientsin the model generally
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are robust to the introductionof these variables and are thereforenot
reported. The estimated holding company and diversificationcoefficients are positive, and most are statisticallysignificant.Holding company status (RHC and EHC) raises CEO SALARYby about 12 percent
to 13 percentrelativeto the SALARYof single-state,undiversifiedutility
CEOs; TOTAL compensation is about 9 percent higher for holding
companyCEOs. These effects may be interpretedas the compensation
gains from having more diffuse regulatoryoversight and an ability to
shield some compensationfrom regulatoryreview. Substantivediversificationadds an additional15 percentto salaryand 30 percentto total
compensation. For diversified companies that also are organized as
exemptholdingcompanies,the additiveeffect is about25 percenthigher
salaries and about40 percenthigher total compensation.The premium
for substantivelydiversifiedcompanies, relative to single-state, undiversified electric utilities, may reflectrelaxationof political constraints,
increases in CEO value to shareholders,or both. Given the modest
diversificationby even the "diversified" utilities in our sample, the
frequentlypoor financialresults for the undiversifiedsubsidiaries,and
no apparentchange in CEO characteristicsas utilities diversify, we
suspect the effect reflectseased political pressuresratherthanincreases
in potential CEO productivity.
Conclusions
This study finds substantialand persistent differences in the level
and structureof CEO compensationbetween firmssubjectto economic
regulation and those in unregulatedindustries. On average, CEOs of
regulated corporationsare paid much less than their counterpartsat
unregulatedcorporations.Moreover, the patternof compensationdiscounts across and within regulatedindustriesis broadlyconsistentwith
the presence of binding political constraintson CEO compensation,as
mediatedthroughthe regulatoryprocess.
First, compensationlevels across industriesand over time generally
match variations in regulatoryoversight and intensity. Compensation
discounts are largest when regulatorsscrutinize the accounts of individual firms, somewhat smaller when they regulatevery small groups
of firms,andsmallor nonexistentwhentheybase decisions on aggregate
data for large groups of firms. Discounts are largest in local industries
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that are regulated at the state level, and they are smaller for firms
regulatedby multiple agencies or federal agencies, other things being
equal. Periods of greatestregulatoryintensity are associated with the
deepest discounts in the electric utility industry;the data do not have
sufficientpowerto determinewhetherdiscountsalso increasewith regulatorystringencyin the naturalgas distributionandpipelineindustries.
Divestitureand partialrelaxationof regulationreducedcompensation
discounts in the telephone industry, although we do not find similar
patternsin the deregulatedtransportationindustries.
Second, the patternof compensationwithin the regulated electric
utility industrysupportsthe political pressurehypothesis. Specifically,
firmsthat are organizedin ways thatreducethe centralityor completeness of regulatoryoversightof CEO compensationtend to have higher
compensation.CEOs of utilities organizedas holding companieshave
smaller compensationdiscounts than do CEOs of firms organized as
single-state, undiversifiedelectric utilities, despite the virtually identical natureof the CEO's responsibilitiesand authorityin the two types
of firms. Firms that have diversified into unregulatedbusinesses, to
which they may charge a portion of CEO compensation, also have
smallercompensationdiscounts. Althoughsome of the higherpay may
reflectproductivitydifferences that accompanydiversification,this effect is likely to be relatively minor.
Finally, the structureof CEO compensationdiffers across the regulated and unregulatedsectors in ways consistent with the exercise of
political constraints. "Salary and bonus" (cash compensationby the
late 1980s) accounts for a much larger share of total compensationin
regulated firms than it does in the unregulatedsector. This appears
largely to reflect less reliance on stock options and other forms of
market-basedincentive pay among regulatedfirms, particularlyin the
utilitiessector. Moreover,compensationin the regulatedsector, whether
measuredby salaryandbonus or total compensation,is less responsive
to firmprofitabilityand moreheavily weightedtoward"automatic" increasesbased on tenurethanis compensationin the unregulatedsector.
This structureis consistent with the differences in the objective functions of stockholdersand regulatorsimplied by the political constraint
hypothesis, particularlywith regulatoryincentives to avoid large compensationpayoutseven when (or especially when) firmprofitsare high.
Whatare the implicationsof apparentpolitical constraintson execu-
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tive compensationin regulatedindustries?The normativesignificance
of even the substantialdiscountswe observeis unclear.Withoutreliable
measuresof CEOproductivity,we cannotassess the relativeimportance
of political constraintsand productivitydifferences as sources of reducedcompensation.Similarly, withouta way to measureinherentproductivity differences of CEOs in different regulatorysettings, we are
unable to determinewhetherour observed discounts result from "excessive" pay in the unregulatedsectoror constraintsthatpreventshareholdersof regulatedfirmsfromadoptingoptimalcompensationschemes
for their CEOs. Our results do suggest, however, that interventionin
the compensationprocess by well-informed and influentialoutsiders
may affect the contractsbetween shareholdersand top executives. The
currentpolitical focus on executive compensationmore broadlycould
significantly affect how CEOs at unregulatedfirms are compensated.
Appendix
Table A-1. Year-Fixed Effects, 1970-90
Numberof
ln(SALARY),
1970-90
observations,
Table2, columnIV
1970-90
Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

461
526
546
547
546
542
521
515
528
533
555
549
570
539
519
513
504
467
454
440
458

4.191 (0.048)
4.168 (0.048)
4.199 (0.048)
4.194 (0.048)
4.203 (0.048)
4.160 (0.050)
4.247 (0.049)
4.277 (0.049)
4.298 (0.049)
4.315 (0.049)
4.295 (0.050)
4.367 (0.049)
4.284 (0.050)
4.358 (0.050)
4.461 (0.050)
4.386 (0.051)
4.485 (0.050)
4.586 (0.051)
4.624 (0.052)
4.618 (0.052)
4.675 (0.051)

ln(TOTAL1),
1972-90
Table3, columnII

ln(TOTAL2),
1980-90
Table4, columnIII

4.076 (0.071)
4.102 (0.071)
4.097 (0.072)
4.007 (0.073)
4.117 (0.072)
4.180 (0.072)
4.296 (0.072)
4.428 (0.073)
4.324 (0.074)
4.461 (0.072)
4.327 (0.074)
4.318 (0.074)
4.469 (0.074)
4.402 (0.075)
4.547 (0.075)
4.725 (0.075)
4.726 (0.076)
4.665 (0.077)
4.832 (0.076)

4.431 (0.082)
4.513 (0.081)
4.419 (0.082)
4.386 (0.082)
4.503 (0.082)
4.440 (0.084)
4.564 (0.083)
4.642 (0.084)
4.711 (0.085)
4.687 (0.085)
4.848 (0.085)

Source: Authors' executive compensationdatabase. Standarderrorsare in parentheses.

Comments
and Discussion
Comment by John R. Meyer: The paperby Joskow, Rose, andShepard
is highly intriguing, creative, and provocative. Through linkage of
different data sets, they develop a unique and useful body of data for
testing a variety of hypotheses about executive compensation. All in
all the paperrepresentsa very significantand interestingcontribution.
Their central concern is exploring whether political pressures, as
expressed throughregulatoryregimes, limit executive compensation.
Like most who have precededthem, they find that CEOs of regulated
firmsarepaid less, ceterisparibus, thanareCEOsof unregulatedfirms.
Furthermore,and quite originally, they find that CEOs of firms operating undervery tight regulatoryregimes are paid less, ceterisparibus,
thanare CEOsof firmsoperatingin looser or only moderatelyregulated
industries;in short, they find that CEO compensationseems to vary
inversely in regulated industries with the strengthof regulation. Accordingly, they conclude that "the patternof compensationdiscounts
across and within regulated industries is broadly consistent with the
presenceof bindingpolitical constraintson CEOcompensation,as mediated throughthe regulatoryprocess."
The difficultywith all this, as the authorsfully recognize, is thatthe
productivityor potentialcontributionof a CEOis likely to varyinversely
with the strength or pervasiveness of the regulatoryregime. As the
authorsobserve, "political constraintsand inherentproductivitydifferences may contributeto observedcompensationdifferentials," and
unfortunatelythese two effects may be quite collinear.
The authorsexplore several argumentsto escape this collinearity
quagmire. Some are more convincing than others. Among the less
convincing is the observation that "compensation discounts . . . are
59
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largerthe moredirect is regulatoryoversightof the firm" andtherefore
the strengthof political constraintson compensation. Unfortunately,
the potential general managementor productivitycontributionof the
CEO is almost certainlymore limited the more direct is the regulatory
oversight, except in very special circumstances.This probablywould
be true for variations in regulatoryoversight both over time and industries. For example, it is not obvious that "the political pressure
hypothesis predicts that relative compensation for CEOs at electric
utilities will be lowest over the 1975-85 period" (when regulationwas
tightening), while "the productivityhypothesis appearsto predict the
reverse." The argumentthat "as regulationtightened [from 1975 to
1985] the managementproblem at electric utilities became more severe" could almost as plausibly be restatedto be "as regulationtightened, conventional management's potential to solve problems was
reduced."
About the only certainpredictionin circumstancesof tightenedregulation, such as those facing electric utilities between 1975 and 1985,
is that a different kind and mix of managementmight be needed. If
"costs" that had been routinely allowed were now subject to review
and sometimes disallowed, or if "rate increases substantiallylagged
cost increases," then higher priced (and, it is hoped, more effective)
lawyers and public relations people (external or in-house) might be
needed. CEOs more sensitive to and effective in dealing with these
regulatoryproblems also would be desirable, but whetherthey would
be more expensive relative to CEOs of more regulatedindustriesthan
was previously the case is not obvious. The productivity-enhancing
skills that would lead to large CEO compensationin unregulatedindustrieswould not necessarilybe thatadaptableto solving the problems
of "tightening" regulation. Basically, ratherdifferent labor markets
would seem to be involved. In the one case, the retired admiral or
astronautmight seem like the right choice (rightly or wrongly), while
in the other,moretraditionalgeneralmanagementskills mightbe sought.
This might be particularlytrue where the technology, procedures,and
controls were otherwise well established, as in many utilities.
More convincing evidence for hegemony of the political hypothesis
over the productivityhypothesisresides in the analysisof organizational
variationswithin electric utilities. The authorsfindthatthe CEO salary
discount is smaller when the firm is organized as an exempt holding
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company (and thereforehas only one utility operatingcompany), but
the firm does have some nonutility involvements. More importantly,
this holds even when there is little diversificationinto nonutilityactivities, in which case the exempt holding company "differs from other
undiversifiedutilities in legal form only." However, the size of the
discountis also substantiallysmallerwhen the exemptholdingcompany
is actuallydiversifiedratherthanjust incipientlyso. Of course, incipient
diversificationcould lead to a perceivedneed and searchfor CEOswith
greaterpotentialfor contributingvalue orproductivitygains, explaining
why the CEO discount is smaller when the firm is organized as an
exempt holding companybut not yet actuallydiversifiedto any extent.
As a more general argumentfor the political hypothesis over the
productivityhypothesis, the authorsobserve thatregulatedfirms, comparedwith unregulatedfirms, generallypay a largerpercentageof their
CEO compensationas salary and bonus ratherthan in stock options or
otherforms of long-termincentive compensation.Certainlythis choice
of salary instrumentsis more consistent with the political hypothesis.
It also may be explained, at least in part, by the fact that regulated
industries,particularlyelectric utilities (which dominatetheirregulated
industrysample) have had muchlower betas (roughlyin the 0.8 range)
thanhas the manufacturingsector (usually well above 1.0) used as the
comparativebase case. A company that has a relatively stable stock
valuation would seem to have fewer needs, or opportunities,to use
incentivecompensationschemes to align management's incentiveswith
those of stockholders.
One also might speculate that risk differentialsplay a role in some
of the observed difference in CEO salary compensationsin regulated
and unregulatedindustries.If beta is correlatednot only with investor
risks but also with senior managementexposureto abruptdismissal or
termination,then the higher CEO pay in the unregulatedindustries
might reflect this risk exposure to at least some limited extent. Unfortunately, the broad descriptive statistics provided in table 1 for the
different sample groups are not very supportive of this hypothesis:
averageCEO tenure is actually lower in the regulatedindustriesthan
in the unregulated.These data, however, might be consistent with a
behavioralpatternin which CEOs in unregulatedindustriescome to
their offices ratherearlier in life (as the data in table 1 indicate) but
also step down earlier. In this connection it would be interesting to
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know the typical retirementages of CEOs in unregulatedand regulated
industries.

All this leads to still anotherinterestingpossibility-that of potential
differences in lifetime compensationpackages. While CEOs in regulated industriesmay earn less, ceteris paribus, than do their peers in
unregulatedindustriesat any one point in time, do they earn less over
their entire careers? Probablythey do, but it would be interestingto
know if the relative discounts are the same when measuredby lifetime
earningsratherthan yearly compensation.My guess would be that the
lifetime discountsare somewhatless, mainlybecauseof a careerpattern
whereinCEOs of regulatedindustriestypically assumetheirposts later
in life but perhapsretire later as well.
With regardto measurementproblems,mentionshouldalso be made
of the possibility of evaluatingperformanceby what is known as EVA
(economic value added), a currentand surging fad in industry, especially for setting executive compensation.To a good first approximation, EVA is equal to net operatingprofitsaftertaxes less the weighted
average cost of capital multiplied by the amountof capital employed
in the enterprise. Accordingly, EVA is much the same as net income
exceptthatratherthansimply takinginto accounthistoricaldepreciation
and actual interest payments, an attempt is made to measure capital
charges more realistically or precisely. The discounted present value
of EVA can be shown on fairly conventional and straightforwardassumptionsto be equivalentto discountedcash flow. Furthermore,
changes
in marketvalue added for a firm's equity seem to be somewhat more
closely correlatedwith changes in EVA thanwith othercommonlyused
performancemeasuressuch as returnon capital or equity. At any rate,
the increasinguse of EVAs in actual compensationdeliberationssuggests that it might be useful in external analyses as well.
In sum, Joskow, Rose, and Shepardmake a reasonablyconvincing
case but not one that achieves overwhelmingcertainty. As they point
out, we need to know more, particularlyabout the measurementand
elicitation of CEO productivity, before making too many policy recommendationsor normativejudgmentsaboutthese matters.Requiring
corporateboardsto make more informationavailable on how they determinemanagementcompensationwould do little harmandmighthelp
answer several remainingquestions of considerableimportance.
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Comment by Sam Peltzman: Joskow, Rose, and Shepard(JRS) have
providedthe most thoroughinvestigationI have seen of CEO compensationin regulatedindustries.Theirpaperwill undoubtedlybe the point
of reference for future work on the subject. JRS have developed an
unusually rich data set that can answer heretoforeunexaminedquestions, and they have done so with consummateskill. My only reservations concern some of their interpretations.I offer these less as a
criticism than as a suggestion for future work.
JRS confirmwhat all previous work on the subjecthas found. CEOs
of firms in regulated industries are paid much less than are those in
comparableunregulatedfirms. For electric utilities, this CEO "discount" is more than 50 percent. JRS go beyond this old result in
interesting ways. They show, and make much of, a changing time
patternin this discountfromthe early 1970s. They documenta radically
different pay-performancerelationshipfor CEOs of regulatedand unregulatedfirms, and they show that this difference has been widening.
The one area where I think JRS make the least progress is in rationalizing the large average regulatorydiscount for CEOs. They are
attractedto an explanationbased on political constraintson CEO compensationin regulatedindustries.But the best evidence for this explanation is in the time patternof the discount, not its averagelevel. The
notion that regulatorscan successfully monopsonythis sort of mobile
talent indefinitelyseems dubious. Surely some difference in the nature
of the talents in the two sectors must contributeto the CEO pay gap.
JRS shy away from exploring nonhomogeneitiesin talent. But an
examinationof the industry-fixedeffects in their table 5 suggests that
these may be important.Dependingon the compensationmeasure,these
fixed effects for unregulatedindustrieshave a range of 0.3 to 0.5 (in
log units), roughlyhalf the correspondingfigurefor the electric utility
CEO discount. The fixed effects tend to be lowest for extractive and
producergood industries and highest for industries where consumer
goodwill is an importantasset (publishing,drugs, food, services). Arguably, preservationof this intangibleasset will be less importantfor
utilities, given the regulatorybarrierto entry. Thus, to continue the
argument,whateverpremiumhas to be paid to attractthe skill needed
to preservethis asset will not be paid to utility CEOs.
Some successor to JRS will quite likely pursue such an argument.
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The importantindustry attributesunderlyingthe fixed effects in the
unregulatedsector must be identifiedandthe impactof these effects on
utilities must then be measured.This procedure,however, is unlikely
to resolve the mysterycompletely. ForSALARY,the lowest fixed effect
is only -0. 14 for oil and gas extraction.This is still a good 0.5 above
the fixed effect for the electric utility industry.Therefore,the measurable differencesbetween the utility industryand unregulatedindustries
will have to be quite substantialfor such an "industrycharacteristics"
model to carry much weight.
One possibility, of course, is that regulation itself is the relevant
industrycharacteristic.In otherwords, the regulationof ratesandentry
so narrowsthe scope of a utilityCEO'sdecisionmakingthatlower levels
of skill are requiredfor the position.1 In this view, utility CEOs are
being paid less because they are providingless thana "standard"CEO
input. JRS acknowledgethe possibility, but they dismiss it too quickly.
If the CEO talent in the regulatedand unregulatedsectors were roughly
comparable,we would see attemptsto arbitragethe large differential
in pay. This would take the form of frequentmigrationof utility CEOs
to the unregulatedsector. This does not seem to happen. There are
other indicationsin the authors'data that utility CEOs do not compete
in the same marketas do other CEOs. JRS show a strikingincrease in
performance-basedpay in the unregulatedsector but none in the regulated sector. Indeed, their table 3 indicates a virtual absence of any
link between CEO pay and stock returnsin the regulated sector. By
contrast, the link between pay and tenureis twice as strongfor utility
CEOs. JRS describe the overall patternas "more bureaucratic"for
CEOs of regulatedfirms. If the patternis more bureaucratic,perhaps
the typical utility CEO is more like a bureaucratthanis his counterpart
in an unregulatedfirm.
This possibility may account for some of the time patternof the
utility CEOdiscount, which is reproducedin column 1 of table 1 below.
The discount widened by more than 20 percentfrom the early to late
1970s, stayed down in the early 1980s, and retracedonly part of the
lost ground in the late 1980s. JRS attributethis patternto political
1. "Skill" is being used as shorthandfor the set of attributesthatboardsof directors
usually seek when hiring CEOs (including,for example, implementationof successful
pricingpolicies).
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Table 1. Change in Pay DifferentialsAgainst CEOs in UnregulatedFirmsa
Changein differentialfrom previousperiod (naturallogs)

ElectricutilityCEOsb
(1)

All managerscd
(2)

All workers
withfive or more
years of collegee
(3)

1975-79
1980-84
1985-90

- 0.238
-0.003
+0.095

- 0.085
-0.131
-0.151

-0.131
-0.101
-0.130

Total

-0.146

- 0.367

- 0.362

Period

a. Utility CEOs and others. Base period is 1970-74.
b. Data from JRS, table 6. Entriesunder SALARYfor electric utilities are expressed as changes from previous period.
c. In of real income for group is averaged over four periods beginning with 1970-74. The period average of the year-fixed
effects (for CEOs in unregulatedfirms) from JRS, table A-i, under SALARYis then subtracted.The entnies show the change
in this differential.
d. Based on median weekly earningsof all managerialand executive workers. Source:StatisticalAbstractof the UnitedStates
(Departmentof Commerce, Bureau of the Census).
e. Based on median annual earnings of all individuals with five or more years of college (households headed by those with
more than four years for 1988-90). Source: Digest of Education Statistics and StatisticalAbstract.

pressures. Utility CEOs were made to bear part of the brunt of the
unfavorablecost shocks thathit the industryin the 1970s. Then as cost
pressuresebbed so did regulatorypressureon CEOcompensation.The
net resultof these forces has been a wideningof the utilityCEOdiscount
by 15 percent.
The remainingcolumns in table 1 put this political economy story
in some perspective, I think. They show analogousdata for genuinely
bureaucratictypes. Column 2 shows what happened to the median
manager,andcolumn3 refersto workerswith graduateeducation.Since
there are around 10 million in each group, we are going deeply into
the rankshere. The data reveal that typical highly educatedor managerialtypes (or virtuallyany largegroup)faredpoorlyrelativeto typical
CEOsin this period. Thus, if one views a utility CEOas simply a highly
educatedmanager,it is no surprisethat he, too, did relatively poorly.
That he did not fare as poorly as those with lesser titles (see the last
line of table 1) suggests that he is indeed more than a bureaucratbut
less than a full-blooded CEO. That he did more poorly than ordinary
bureaucratsin the late 1970s andbetterin the late 1980s lends credence
to the authors'political economy story.
This view of the utility CEO as part bureaucrat-part"true" CEO
may not survive more rigorous examination. But it is, I think, worth
pursuing.Hereis how this mightbe done. Findthe level in the hierarchy
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of the typical unregulatedfirmwhere averagepay is comparableto that
of the utility CEO. This might be, for example, the chief operating
officer or chief financial officer. Then provisionallytreat the COO or
CFO at unregulatedfirms as the reference group against which utility
CEOs are to be compared. That is, rerun all JRS regressions on this
new sample consisting of utility CEOs and COOs and CFOs at unregulatedfirms.The goal would be to see if the rangeof disparitiesbetween
regulated and unregulatedfirms uncovered by JRS is narrowed. For
example, does the greater weight on tenure and smaller weight on
performancein regulatedfirms survive in this sample?Does the longrun decline in relative pay of utility CEOs survive?Negative answers
would be consistent with the "part bureaucrat"model of utility CEO
compensation.
Progress in this area may requireabandoningthe title-tells-all presumptionthat has been unquestioninglyaccepted. We do not automatically attachgreateconomicsignificanceto the namesof goods transacted
on other markets. And we may be missing insights by doing so here.

General Discussion: Several participantsfocused on the likely effects
on regulated firms if political constraintswere placed on the pay of
chief executive officers. MargaretBlair arguedthatthe long-termeffect
might be that less talentedpeople would be attractedto these positions.
This hypothesis could be tested by examining over time the variance
within industriesof pay discounts for CEOs. In industriesthat become
less regulatedor that undergoa periodof turmoil,there shouldbe more
room for value added by the CEO, accordingto Blair, which, in turn,
should result in a much wider variationin compensationacross firms
within an industry.
RichardSchmalensee said that if regulatedfirmsaccept the fact that
they are constrainedto paying CEOs lower wages, therebyattracting,
as Blair noted, less talented people to those positions, these firms
might be inclined to structureother inputs differently. For example,
Schmalenseesaid, they might try to attracttalent at lower levels where
they could get away with paying more than other firms. Peter Reiss
noted that the conventionalwisdom said workersbelow the CEO level
in regulated firms were already paid more than their counterpartsin
unregulatedfirms.He wondered,however,why politicalpressureswould
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force CEO salaries down but not salaries at lower levels, where more
savings could be realized.
Robert Hall said that he could imagine two ways that firms could
determineCEOcompensation.The firstwould be a tournamentsystem,
where the very high compensationgiven to a CEO is really compensation given in expected value terms to all the potential CEOs of the
company. The second would be a competitivebidding market.If these
two compensationsystems would contributeto a firm's value relatively
equally, then it would not be clear which one would be used. In that
case, even if a regulatoryagency prohibitedthe use of the tournament
system, there would be little loss to the firms involved. Noting that
executive pay had risen dramaticallycomparedwith the wages of other
workers,Hall wonderedwhetherthis increasehadsimplybeen the result
of movementfrom one pay system to the other. Although the costs of
switchingbetweenthese two alternativesmightappearto be significant,
what they actually cost shareholdersand what they deliver to them
might be nearly identical. That might mean, accordingto Hall, that all
regulationof compensationis capable of doing is to induce the almost
universaladoptionof one of two alternatives,at a very low social cost.
John Pencavel suggested the hypothesis that CEO pay is correlated
not so muchwith the presenceor absenceof regulation,but with certain
intrinsic characteristicsof the industry such as the variability of net
returns and the sensitivity of returns to entrepreneurialskills. What
would help in evaluating this hypothesis is to comparethe patternof
executive compensationacrosscountries.Althoughregulatedindustries
in this country tend also to be those in which the state figures prominently in othercountries, the correlationis far fromperfect. Moreover,
the state's role in managing these industrieshas shrunkin Europe in
the last fifteen years, so a cross-countrycomparisoncould also provide
informationabout the effect on executive compensationof changes in
regulation. Pencavel doubted that a simple regulation-no regulation
dichotomy would account for much of the variationin executive pay
andthata moreappropriatedescriptionwouldbe one in which the effect
of regulationvaried with certain attributesof the industrysuch as the
typical size of firms.
MartinNeil Baily suggested that it might be that the CEOs of unregulatedfirms were overpaid ratherthan that the CEOs of regulated
firms were underpaid.He argued that evidence from wages paid to
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productionworkerssuggests that economic rents are available in some
companies, particularlyin large corporations.CEOs might be able to
pay themselves out of these rents because the corporateboards that
monitortheir salariesare to some extent beholdento them and because
the takeovermarket,which mightdiscipline such rentextraction,is not
perfect.
Baily also attemptedto explain the authors' results showing very
large discounts in CEO compensationin the airline industryfollowing
deregulation.He noted that as a result of deregulation,airlines knew
that they would have to cut basic labor costs, which usually meant
either breaking a union or forcing it to accept wage concessions. At
such a time, according to Baily, a firm might find its workers less
amenableto wage cutbacks if its CEO is earninga very high salary.
RichardGilbertnotedthatseveralregulatedfirmshaddiversifiedinto
unregulatedindustries. He said that the authorscould gatherevidence
about relative CEO quality by looking at the performanceof these
regulatedcompanies relative to others in unregulatedmarkets.
Ariel Pakes suggested that an alternative way to determine CEO
quality would be to see whether the pay of CEOs of regulated firms
remainedlow when they switched firms. Nancy Rose, however, said
thatthis methodwould not be useful becausetherewas littlejob mobility
at the CEO level.
FrankWolak argued that CEO compensationis usually associated
with the amount of risk a firm faces. He felt that because returnsof
regulatedfirms are generally less risky, CEOs in regulatedindustries
might have different preferences for risks from their counterpartsin
unregulatedindustries.He suggested that the authorsmight control for
these differences in CEO risk preferenceby including measuresof the
riskiness of the firm-such as firm betas-in the CEO compensation
regressions.

With respect to modeling, Linda Cohen arguedthat an asymmetry
is presumedin the political response towardregulatedfirms when returnsare betterthanaveragebut not when they are worse thanaverage.
It might be useful, she said, for the authors to separatetheir return
variable into two variables, one for the positive side and one for the
negative side, to see whetherthe coefficients are substantiallydifferent
between the regulatedand unregulatedindustries.
Regardingthe authors' findings that tenure is shorterfor CEOs of
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regulated firms than for CEOs of unregulatedfirms, Bronwyn Hall
arguedthat what really matteredwas the cost of losing one's job. The
cost included not only the probabilityof job loss, but also the type of
job one found afterwardand the length of time it took to get a new job,
factors that might differ for CEOs, depending on whether they were
with regulatedor unregulatedfirms.
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